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None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
ROY, Mora County, New Mexico. SATURDAYFEm

"With Malice
Volume

XV1I1

NEW COUNTY NEWS

ROY

BAND NEARLY
READY FOR CONCERTS

KERNS-MESSN-

TOM TAYLOR DEAD

ER

In our hurry makeup last week
we overlooked the news that
Myrtle Kerns and Robert Mess-ne- r
were married at Raton on
Sunday Feb. 13th. i;
The bride is the daughter of J.
C. Kerns, of this place and is one
of the prominent young ladies of
this town having spent the greater portion of her life in and near
Roy.
The Groom is an employee of
the Santa Fe at Raton and comes
from a prominent family,
They will make their future
home in Raton where they will
be at home to their many friends.
The S. - A. force extends congratulations to the happy young
couple and wishes them all the
joys of life.

'

There is little to report on the
Harding county bill this week,
as the' committee on county and
county lines has the bill under
advisement at present. The sentiment is strong in favor of the
bill, and the chances are very
favorable for its passage. Copies of the bill have been received
by a number of people, and while
there are some changes ; that
could be made that would probably 'be more satisfactory, to
some people, the changes would
The
I be disapproved by others.
county lines in the bill take in aV
of Mora county east of the Red
River and follow the old Colfax
county line 12 miles or two townships in Union county between
Ranges 22 and 23, thence south
6 miles, east 24 miles and south
to the Quay county line, and fol-'
lowing the Quay county line to
the Bell pasture, thence on the
east boundary line of the pasture to the Mora county line. The
bill allows the voting of $25,000
for court house and county
buildings, also allows $30,000 for
county expenses and $10,000 for
equipment' of, a County Higli
school at Roy. It also makes
numerous other provisions necessary for starting the county
machinery in motion and gives
the Governor three days after
the bill goes into effect to appoint the new Officers, who will
serve until' January 1st, 1923.
The bill is to go into effect 90
days after the close of the present legislature, which will be
About March 10th, making the
date of the new county read
About June 10th.

tow.'f-- -

The Roy band is making excel-progress in its weekly prac-jieand will soon be ready to
ve weekly concerts on the
Veets of Roy."- The band now
jnprises about 20 pieces, ;and
'
J are working hard to be ready
or regular work by summer.
Professor Gerhart. has been
elected leaderand is an
of the Tucumcari band, and
is a good instructor and leader,
and we believe under his supervision Roy will soon have a band
that we will be proud of.
One thing we notice is that the
boys arc not receiving the support from the business men that
they should, for if they are willing to give their time to the
work, they should receive a subpt

s,

-

.

stantial backing from the business men and residents of the
town ; for there are several
things they need, among them
being new uniforms and some
new instruments.
Let's all stand by the band
boys and give them the encouragement that they should have,

purchaced the
washing machine that the Roy
Trading Co. ha3 had on a reduction sale the past few weeks.
John Mahoney

-

,
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A
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We are just in receipt of a
copy of the Dawson News, a new
paper which has been started at
Dawson by the Dawson welfare
department with Jay T. Conway
as editor and director. The pan
per is a four-pagsheet, and will no doubt be of
much benefit to the mining town.
Volume I, Number 1 was issued
February 3rd,-anthe; paper v.:ll
be a weekly and will appear wi
e,

four-colum-

Thursdays.

7

FARMERS' SHORT COURSE

TAX RATES

STILL INCREASING

Wo are in receipt of a letter
Professor Trumbull was in
from Mrs. Taylor of Oklahoma
From figures taken from the Roy a few minutes last Monday
City, stating that her son, Tom 1.920 tax rolls returned to the making arrangements for the
Tayk r, Jr., had passed away last State Tax Commission from the Farmers' Short Course, which
week at that place. The cause various counties, it is seen that will be given at the Roy Theatre
of his death was lung trouble.
25 of the 29 counties of the State and in the evenings free moving
Mr. Taylor was well known in are higher than in 1919. In only pictures will be given for the
Roy, and in fact the whole of four counties is there a decrease benefit of the farmers and visitMora county, he having been in shown.
ors. The pictures will be along
the abstract business at Mora
In Mora county the tax levy agricultural lines, and will be
for years, and recently sold out for 1919 was $20.10, and for worth going miles to see.
to the Mora Abstract Co. of that 1920 it was $22.57, or an inA number of interesting
place. He was an excellent ab- crease of $2.47 over last year. speakers will be present, includstracter, and many of the ab- In Union county last year, or ing at least two or three edu
stracts of Mora county will con- 1919, it was $21.25, and this cators from the ' Agricultural
tain his name for many years to year, or 1920, is $24.05, an in College. The meetings will bo
come.
crease of $2.80 over last year. conducted by the county agricul
At th'e time of his death he The tax; levy for Roy is $11 per tural agent, assisted by Prof.
was at work on a big abstract at thousand assessment, and for Trumbull of the El Paso and
Oklahoma City, and had it near- Dist. 33 $1.10, making the whole Southwestern railroad. The Proly completed when death called levy in Roy of $34.67 per thous- fessor will be back in Roy in a
him from his work. He leaves and assessment. What is the few days to complete plans for
u wife who is now at Tucumcari, cause of this increase is hard to the meetings.
,
where she is employed by the tell, but it can be attributed to
Goodman company. The body extra county expense, increase
Remigio Lopez returned from
was buried at Oklahoma City, in teachers' salaries, road proMonday, where he
S'here his relatives reside.
jects and numerous other things, Santa Fe last past
been
has
month in the
the
so all you can do is to pay your
interest of the new county. Mr.
E. A. Flavell is a new reader taxes and bekr it.
Lopez is very optimistic about
of the
this week. We knew
the new county, and says he feels
that E. A. couldn't keep house
that it is a sure go.
without the local paper, and we
BIRTHDAY PARTY
have been waiting every day for
Don't forget the John Horn-bakhim to come in and fell us so.
Murl Johnson celebrated his
sale March 2nd, next
Free lunch and
Mrs. P.. M. Fitzgerald return- 15th birthday with a party to a Wednesday.
ed from a months' visit at Fort number of his friends at his plenty of stuff will be sold. Read
Worth and other Texas points home in the north part of town his sale bill, which appears in
last;Monday. Talking about a last Friday evening.
this week's issue.
The early part of the evening
change in faces, you should have
Editor Spencer of the Develseen Roy's change when his wife was spent in playing games of
later a oper was down from Mills last
returned home, and he says every description, and by
Mrs. Saturday on business.
boldly to his friends, but not his fine lunch was served
folks.
young
to
the
Johnson
wife; "Baching, no never again
his young friends
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Busey and
for me". Mrs. Fitzgerald re- About 20 of evening
with Murl, family returned to their home at
enjoyed
the
ports a fine visit and will soon
be at work again as saleslady at and .all wished him many more Sedan last week, after spending
such happy birthdays when they several days with Roy relatives.
the Floersheim Merc. Co.
left at a late hour, after spend-;n- g
a very pleasant evening with
Hon. Ben Brown was up from
Albert Bonifas, a Nephew of
host.
x
their
Mosquero last Monday on busij
Mrs. F. A. Roy and cousin of
ness. Ben says Mosquero is all
Earl McMinimy, is visiting them
this week. He is a pleasant
Wm. McGinnies, manager of ready for the new county seat.
young man and is making many the Mesa
Co. has
Brígida Garcia, who moved to
frierid3 in our littlé town. We been in Santa Fe the past week
understand he has become so en- .on business. While there, we Arroyo Seco last summer, is visamored with the country that he understand that he did consider- iting friends in Roy this week.
is looking for a position and will able work in Masonry.
He re- We understand Brígida will soon
probábly make this his1 future turned honre "Mcmday' "find s bcomf aJéCrfediicí,. ltwrng chosen a bride up r.,?ar Taos. Here's
home.
hustling for the Mesa
luck to you, Erigida.
stronger than ever.
'
Jay Bradley was a pleasant
caller on the
n
Monday. , Jay, who is now a full
We appeal to you for your Battery
,

.

.

S-- A

.

and Roy will soon have a band
Carpenter wages have been re
that will be a boon to Roy and
duced
from $1.00 per hour to 85c
',
community.
this was decided on the meeting
last Tuesday.
W. P. Eicherdaub of Spencer,
A N Hanson has been appoinInd., writes a nice letter to the
in part of which he says ted chairman of Roy of the Eur"We all read the
as if it opean relief. The appointment
were a letter from a friend. Of was made by the County chairm-Mcourse many new names are reJ. Floershiem and he asks
corded, and many of the old one the public t'o give Mr.' Hanson
we know have passed away, or all the support possible.
have become so wealthy they
have moved to California or
At least a portion of our readsome other good place; others
n
the
ers
are buying all the land in sight whenmiss
is a few days late like
it
and some they can't even see,
Editor Schultz and
but after all it is with great plea- last week.Keene
were kept busy
sure we read these happenings answering
telephone, and
the
and doings of the Mesa. And we
day Saturday, telling
all
callers
hope that when the county seat
paper was not at
question is finally settled, Roy them why the
office. They answered 90
the
will come out victorious," Of
some people during the day, and
coursevW. P. sent $2.00 ior 1921 say,' the paper will not be late
subscription, for they are all doagain if they have to print it
...
,
ing this.
with plate matter complete.
,

Number
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fledged benedict, is makincr

STORE NEWS

MESA

'

es.

These snow storms certainly make us
smile. Already we can see a great

all

E. F. Henry and wife return
from a week's visit to Raton
and Clayton, where they have
been combining business with
pleasure.
ed

wheat crop

for the coming season. .It1
will bet a great season for this company,
and that means a great season for you,
who are members of it.
We have bought and paid for the
ground for our new Elevator to be built

A. N. Hanson

and wife visit
ed relatives and friends at San
ta Rosa the latter part of last
week and the first of this week.
They report a dandy trip, and
their only complaint was that it
was altogether too short.

.

v

at

Mosquero, and

will have this

completed

before wheat harvest. Next week we may
be able to tell you of the plans for the
new store building here in Roy.
Are you using Solano Flour? You
know

it

made from the best wheat grown
Mesa a real home product. Just

on the

o
CO

H

(V

O
I

o
Ü
;
CO

it

$4.50 per hundred.
ask your Grocer for
Down
Swan
$5.25.
Here is a simple coal analysis one
you can all comprehend.:
- Count the number of buckets of coal
you put in the stove for twenty four
hours and then count the number of buckets of- - ashes and clinkers you take out.

test

always

results in our

have some Apples left. Better
get" yours soon as you can. Special price
on Tomatoes is sure moving them out,
Solid .Pack, Not Soup, $1.. 50 for a dozen
cans. But you. all know thaVthis is
."Where you get the most for what. you sell
and pay the least for what buy."
,

--

'

.

THE MESA

COMPANY
-

r

o
o
m
IS

H
03
3

Fred G. Campbell has resigned his position with the Roy
Trading company and left for
his old home at North Washington, Pa., last Sunday. Fred says
he will be gone several months,
but will again be a resident of
our little town.
Mr. Clarence Baker, traveling
salesman for the DeLaval Cream
Separator Co., has been in Roy
the past week, and while here
assisted his local agent, Mr. Ray
of
Busey, to go a fine line-u- p
business for the coming season.

O

W
!2

getting the coal business.

Still

sí

w

R. B. Johnson of the Gladstone
community is hauling beans to
He reports
Roy this week.
everything around Gladstone as
looking promising for a bumper
crep this year.
,

Washington's
birthday was
observed very quietly in Roy last
Tuesday. The business houses
were closed all day. The picture
ohow, "Under Crimson Skies",
was well attended in the evening, as was also the dance given
by the young folks.

'

Where you get the most for what you sell,
a and pay the least for what you buy.

BUSEY CO,

Be

E. M. Bagwell, the well contractor, has torn down his well
rig and has it ready to load, and
will move it either to Solano or
down near Columbus, having
contracts at both places to dig
several wells for the E. P. & S.
W. R. R. Hia family will stay
in Rov until the close of the pres
ent school term.

THE SERVICE GARAGE
Raymond Pendleton &lGera1d Dodds

Let us quote you
prices and terms on
Silos and Dairy Equipment
a Dairy Farmer

A De Laval Milker
on

is

This simple

J E.

.

.

CO

work and Magneto recharging.

ar

rangements to move on his farm
as soon as his wife 3 school clos

Demonstration.

We'", correct any

ailment your
car may have.
Our work is guaranteed
to give absolute
servicable satisfaction.

On Service Corner

In The Town Of Roy.

1?

ecia

171c

Bulk Coffee per pound

Old Homestead Flour per hundred
3 pound can Bon Bon Baking powder

Pearl White Laundry Soap per Bar

$5.00
40c
5c
2 for 25c

JelloperBox
We Test Cream at all hours Highest Market
Prices Paid
Get our prices on Fresh Meats

,

Fresh Frbits & Vegetables
Celery, Tomatoes, Cucumbers,
Lettuce, Radishes, Parsley,
Green Onions, Cauliflower
and Egg Plant.
At prices to fit your purse.
(Watch this space every week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade'

TPS

Sure

Relief

W6

5

,E LL-A'

FOR

Kill That Cold With

i The

rv"l

1

I

6 Bellans
I U
u94ar
Sure Relief

H

1
5c
ÍA

.

robert

Homesteader

AND

Cold!, Cotuhi

fo.

TOMtV

Grippe

La

Neglected Colds are Dangerous

INDIGESTION

CHAPTER

VIII

Continued.

13

COLD MEDAL

n

Riles took the suggestion of a few
days delay with poor grace.
"Yes, an while you're chasing upan
aown rer a housekeeper the Yankees

get all the homesteads. They're cora-Iin right now by the train load,
graobin' up everythln' in sight. We'll
monkey round here till the summer's
over, an' then go out an' eet a sand
farm, or something like. Couldn't your
wire do her visltln' no other time?"
"I'll tell you. Riles." said Harris.
who had no desire to pursue a topic
wmcn might lead him Into deen water.
"you go ahead out and get the lay of
tne land, and I'll follow you within a
week. I'll do that, for sure, and I'll
stand part of your expenses for going
ahead, seeln' you will be kind o' represen tin' me."
The last touch was a stroke of diplomacy.
The suggestion that Harris
should pay part of his expenses swept

n'

away Kites' bad humor, and he agreed
to go on the date originally planned,
and get what he. called "a bede on the
easy money," while Harris completed
his arrangements at home.
He was to get "a bede on the easy
money" In a manner which Harris little suspected.
When Harris returned home the
next forenoon he found that Mary had
already left for Plalnville. He sat
down and tried to think, but the house
was very quiet, and the silence oppressed him.
He looked at his
watch, and concluded he had still
time to reach Plalnville before the
train would leave. But that would
mean surrender, and surrender meant
weakness.

Dizzy Spells
,tn

eyes.

SOgood cigarettes
for 10c from
one sack of

GENUINE

CHAPTER

DURHAM
TOBACCO

NOT A PATENT MEDICINE
Oeatalne Mo Acid, Mlnand or Poleos
A aolxntino preparation tor tha treatment
at CATARRH and kindred alimenta. Catarrh
is dangeroua to health, foul and offensive,
dlma tha eight. Impairs the hearing and
and be
dulla tha brain. Try NOZ-GZthat It la naeleaa to aufter longer. Bold
Guaranteed or moner
bf mall. Satisfaction Bncloaa
a ORB DOLohoerfnllr refunded.
LAR BILL now, not tomorrow but today, to
COMPANY
CHEMICAT,
HKNRT
F. O. Box 74 OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

Diamonds
Mi

AUTISTIC

JEWOIY

aumrrACTUBiHa

JOS. I. SCHWARTZ
te A Certit, amar.Colfc
WRITE OR OALL FOR OATALOQ

Cuticura Soap
The Velvet Touch

For the Skin
Oiatrnjeai 2S aaa SOc, Talca

2Sc

123 BIAmiOlU JACKS

I here a banal a for yon, eoeae qalek,
W, L, DcLoW8 JACK WA.HM

CotUr Kapldi,

NO.

loa

"You're Not Going to Leave Us, Moth
er. Ara You?"
Dad gets settled again, and gets all
these worries off his mind, then
things'll be different, and you'll come,
even If he Is there?"
"Yes, I'll come, even If he is there.
If you ask me," she promised.
Harris did not come hack that night.
A light rain came up, and he accepted
the excuse to sleep at lilies'.
The
truth was, he feared for his resolution
If It should be attacked hy both his
wife and son. Surrender now would
be mere weakness, and weakness was
disgrace, and yet he feared for himself
if put to the test again. So he stayed
at IMIes', and the two farmers spent
much of the night over their plans. It
had been decided that they were to
leave within the next couple of days,
but Harris broke the news that his
wife was going on a visit, and that arrangements would have to be made for
the cart of the farm.
-

locked," eaid Riles. In considerable
wonderment
as to who his visitor
might be.
The door opened, and a
man of average height, with carefully
combed balr and
face,
save for a light mustache, stood revealed In the uncertain glow of the
match with which Riles was endeavor
ing to find bis lamp. His visitor was a
man of twenty-eigh- t
or thirty years,
with clear eyes and well-cface, and
yet with some subtle quality in his ex
presslon that implied that under his
fair exterior lay a deep cunning, and
that he was a man not to be trusted
In matters where his own Interests
clean-shave-

n

-

pepper-and-sn-

lt

"

What happened the other night remained untold, for at that moment
came a clattering of horse's hoofs on
the wooden walk at the door, and a
moment later a gayly arrayed cowboy
rode rlghn Into the room, his horse
prancing and bodying from side to side
to clear the crowd away, then facing
up to the bar as though It were his
manger. Klles expected trouble, ana
was surprised when the feat evoked a
cheer from the bystanders.
"That's Horseback George," said the
"They
mnn In the pepper-and-sasay he sleeps on his horse. Rides
right Into a bar as a matter of course,
and maybe shoots a few bottles off the
shelves as a demonstration before he
goes out. But he always settles, and
nobody minds his little peculiarities."
Horseback George treated himself
twice, proffering each glass to his
horse before touching it himself, and
stroking with one hand the animal's
ears as he raised the liquor to his lips.
Then he threw a bill at the bar tender
and, with a wild whoop, slapped the
horse's legs with his hat, and dashed
at a gallop out of the bar room and
away down the trail.
Riles betook himself to his room. Be
had juft got Into bed when a knock
casue at tbe door.

IT

might be at stake.
"Hello, Hiram," he said quietly,

I Skin Sufferers Do Not

f

Want Mere Temporary Relief

Of course, if you are content to
have onlj temporary relief from
the terrifying itching1 and burning
of fiery, flaming skin diseases, then
you are satisfied to remain a slave
to ointments, lotions and other local remedies applied to the surface
of the skin.
,
Real genuine relief from eczema,
tetter, scaly eruptions or any other
form of skin irritations cannot be
expected until you free your blood
of the germs which cause these
disorders. And for this purpose

there is no remedy that (rives more
satisfactory results than S.S.S., the
fine old blood remedy that goes
down to the source of every blood
disorder and routs out the germs
which cause the trouble.
S.S.S. is sold by all druggists.
Begin taking it today, and if you
will write a complete history of
your case, our medical director will
srive you expert' advice without
charge. Address Chief Medical Ad
viser, loo Swift Laboratory. Atlan
ta, Ga.

fr
HEADACHE

WSiat to Bo

1

ECI
CARTERS

A r3ITTIJE
II

4 ((PILLS

Riles found the journey westward a
tiresome affair. It was his first long
rail Journey In over 20 years, but hi?
thoughts were on the cost of travel
rather than on the wonderful strides
which had been made in its comfort
and convenience.
As fate would have It, Riles selected
as the base of his homestead operations the very foothill town to which
Beulah Harris had come a few weeks
before. He sought out the cheapest
hotel, and having thrown his few belongings on the bed, betook himself to
the bar room, which seemed the chief
center of activity, not only of the hotel Itself, but Of the little town. Men
were lined three deep against the capacious bar, shouting, swearing, and
singing, and spending their money with
an abandon not to be found In millionaires.
Riles debated with himself whether
the occasion Justified the expenditure
of 10 cent's for a drink when a hand
was placed on his shoulder, and a
voice said, "Have one with me, neighbor." He found himself addressed by
a man of about his own age. shorter
and somewhat lighter of frame and
with a growing hint of corpulence.
The stranger wore a good
suit, and the stone on his finger
danced like a real diamond.
"Don't mind If I do, since y' mention
It," said Riles, with an attempted smile
which his bad eye rendered futile. One
of the bartenders put something In
his glass which cut all the way down,
but Riles speedily forgot It In a more
exciting Incident.
The man In the
pepper-and-sasuit had laid half a
dollar on the bar, and no change came
back. Riles congratulated himself on
his own narrow escape.
"You'll be looking for land?" Inquired the stranger, when both were
breathing easily again.
"Well, muybe I am, and maybe I
ain't." snld Riles guardedly. He had
heard something of the ways of confidence men and was determined not to
be taken for an easy mark.
"A man of some judgment I see."
said his new acquaintance, quite unabashed. "Well, I don't blame you for
keeping your own counsel. The rush
of people and money Into the West has
brought all kinds of floaters In its
train. Why" with growing confidence

lt.

ALL DR UGGISTS SELL

well-dresse- d

A Whiff of New Atmosphere.

"the other night

Take no chancas. Keep this standard remedy handy for tha first anease.
Breaks up a cold In 24 hours Relieves
Grippe in 3 days Excellent for Headache
form does not affect tha head Cascara la best Tonic
this
In
Quinine
Laxative No Opiata in Hill's.

"Who's there?" he demanded.
"GenTman to see Mr. Biles," said
the porter.
"WelL shoot 'Ira in. The door ain't

IX.

lt

luir

W.te. U, DENVER,

QUININE

CASCARA

1

Author ml "Tha Cow
trinchar." Etc

Copyright, All Rights Reserved

Made Young

Be,

K

STEAD

"I have tried," said Harris, "and it's
no use. She's got those notions like
Beulah qulttin' work, and twilights
and sunsets and all that kind o'
thing. There's no use talkln' with her ;
reason don't count for anything.
I
Bright eyes, a clear akin and a body gave her a good pocketful o' money,
full of youth and health may be and told her to write for more when
jroare if you will keep your system she needed it. She'll get over her noIn order by regularly taking
tions pretty soon when she gets among
strangers. Go in and have a talk with
her, boy; there's no use you bein' at
outs with her, too. As for me, I can't
do anything more."
"I suppose you know best." he answered, "but it seems hang it, It's
against all reason that you two that
this should happen."
The worid'a standard remedy for kidney,
"Of course it Is. That's what I said
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, tba
nemles of HI and looks, la naa linca
a minute ago. But reason don't count
1698. All droguista, tbraa alzas.
Jnst now. But you have your talk
i Cold MU a
Urn
with her, and give her any help you
can If she wants t' get away at once."
Animal Prophets.
Allan found his mother in her room,
Few beliefs are older or more wide- packing a trunk and gently weeping
spread than that animals, and espe Into It. He laid his hand upon her,
cially wild animals, have foreknowl- and presently he found her work-woredge of what the weather is to be, and frame resting In his strong arms.
something that amounts to such fore"You're not going to leave us. mothknowledge many of them doubtless do er, are you?" he said. "You wouldn't
possess, but there Is no reason, and do that?"
only poor excuses, for assuming that
"Not If it could be helped, Allan.
there Is a source of Information accu- But there Is no help. Your father has
rate enough and of application remote set his heart on more land, and more
enough to give nny appreciable extenwork, and giving up this home, and I
sion to the weather bureau's prognosmight as well go first as last. More
tications.
and more he Is giving his love to work
Instead of to his family. Perhaps when
Many old frontier saloons In the I am away for a while he'll come to
West are being rebuilt Into parsonhimself. That's our only hope."
ages and churches.
The boy stood helpless In this
He knew something of the
depth of the nature of his parents, and
Hastings, Nebr. ''Some years ago he knew that beneath an undemonstraI was troubled greatly with liver tive exterior they cherished in secret a
trouble; I love proportionate to the strength of
their character. But the long course
would be
come dizdown which they had walked together
5
zy and
seemed now to be separating, through
dark spots neither will nor power of their own; It
would apas though straight parallel lines
pear be- was
suddenly turned apart, and neither
my
fore
lost Its stralghtness in the turning.
I
So he comforted his mother with
Dr.
took
PI AWAA'a such words as he could. Loyalty to
Golden Medical Discovery and one
his father forbade laying any of the
ooiue en rea me. i nave never bad blame on those shoulders, and to
a return of this ailment but have
blame his mother was unthinkable; so
always had good health since. I am
with unconscious wisdom he spoke not
glad to recommend this medicine."
MRS. CHAS. WENTZ, 141 So. Bloom. of blame at all.
IfOf course, while we are away, why
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical DI
shouldn't you have a visit?" he said.
covery Is sold by druggists In liquid
or tablets. Contains no alcohol. Send "Here you have been chained down to
10 cents to Dr. Pierce's Laboratory in
this farm ever since I can remember,
Buffalo, N. Y., if yon wish a trial pkg.
and before. And then, when I get settled on my own homestead, you'll come
and keep house for me, won't you?"
"You're sure you'll want me?" she
asked, greatly comforted by his mood.
"Perhaps you'll be getting your own
housekeeper, too."
"Not while I can have you." he answered. "You'll promise, won't you?
Nothing that has happened, or can
happen, will keep you from making
my home yours, will It? And when
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

"Well, If It Ain't Gardlnen
claimed.

He Ex

"Ynu didn't figure on seeing me here,
did you?"
At first glance Riles did not recognize him, and he raised the oil lamp
to turn the light better on the strang

er's face.
"Well, if it ain't Gardiner!" he ex
claimed. "Where In Sam Hill did you
come from?"
"It's a big country, Hiram," he said
with a touch of bitterness, "but not
big enough for a fellow to lose himself
In." He sat down on the side of the
bed and lit a cigar, tendering another
to Riles, and the two men puffed In
silence for a few minutes.
"Yes, I've hit a lot of trail since I
saw you last," he continued, "and
when you're in the shadow of the
Rockies you're a long piece from Plalnville. How's the old burg? Dead as

ever?"

Take a good dose of Carter's little Liver
Pills then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
A few doses restore your organs to their
proper functions and the Headache and the
causes of it pass away. In the same manner
They regulate the Bowels and prevent Constipation.
Pill; S.J1 D..SS.all Price
all

?ZC

ENVIED HIS SMALL DAUGHTER

SAW

Duck Hunter Would Have Given Much
for the Power She Exercised
Over Ducks.'

Object Lesson Given Prisoner Altered
His Determination to End
Life by Rope.

Betty, four years old, fives In a
modern apartment In Brooklyn, facing
Prospect park. She knows all the
squirrels in the park and the birds
that stay there In the summer.
For several weeks Betty has been
lonesome because all her feathered
friends went in search of warmer
weather, but now she has plenty of
company again. Wild ducEs are her
newest friends.
The ducks coming alight in Prospect
j?ark lake and generally remain a week
or two to rest and feed. They are
wary of men, but not afraid of children, If Betty is an example.
The other day she ' was walking
with her father, a duck hunter. Betty
noticed she couldn't get near the ducks
while she was with her father, but
when she left him and ran along the
shore alone she found she could approach them. After a little coaxing
the ducks swam up and ate pieces of
popcorn from her hand.
"And I have to crawl through a
swamp on my hands and knees to get
within gunshot of them," mused her
father. New York Sun.

In a certain prison there have been
several attempts to commit suicide.
This desire to die has given the wardens much trouble and anxiety.
A few days ago a warden entered a
cell to find the Inmate preparing to
hang himself. He was standing on his
stool and trying to throw the end o
a strip of torn blanket around one of
the cell bars. The other end was
.''
around his neck.' '
"You're making a mess of It," said
the weary warden. "Let me help you."
In a trice the blanket rope was
about the bar and the noose properly

THINGS

IN

NEW

LIGHT

fixed.
The warden gave a tug. He tugged
and tugged until the man was raised
from the stool until he was standing
on air. There he was held until his
eyes and hands made eloquent appeal

for release.
"That's the way," said the warden,
releasing him. "Now try it yourself."
But the prisoner has not tried it
He had decided to Uye,
Viewing

Life Seriously.

"Charley Dubkius has quit wearing
"About the same," said Riles. "Yon
silk shirts."
don't seem t' be wastln' no love on It"
His Reason,
"What's come over him?''
"Nothing to speak of," said the oth
"Our neighbor, the surgeon, adver
"A stern realization thrit the naer, slowly flicking the ash from his tises his profession by his dress."
tion must practice economy."
cigar. "Nothing to speak of. Yon
"How so?"
"Is he going to work?"
know I got a raw deal there, Hlrain,
"Don't you notice he always wears
"Not yet, but if somebody were to
and it ain't likely I'd get enthusiastic a cutaway coat?"
offer him an executive position paying
over it."
$10,000 or $12,000 a year, Charley's
"Well, when a fellow gets up against
A spinster Is a woman who tries to so wrought up I believe he'd accept
the law an' has t' clear out," said believe she is a man hater.
It." Birmingham
Riles, with great candor, "that's his funeral. As for me, I ain't got nothln'
agen Plalnville.
You made a little
money thpre yourself, didn't you?"
r?T"!'t"""'!"i
The younger man leaned back and
slowly puffed circles of fragrant smoke
at the ceiling, while Riles surveyed
him from the head of the bed. He had
Instant
been a business man in Plalnville, but
POSTUM
had become Involved in a theft case,
A MVIRAOt
and had managed to escape from the
town simply because a fellow man
meal-tim- e
bev- i fcrtMm CwmI CMnpaa 1
whom he hnd wronged did not trouble
1
fcM?ü!!í2.-lA
Jjy''Wt want war trnca, JU4
to press the matter against him.
Gardiner showed no disposition to
reopen the conversation about Plaln
ville, so at last Riles asked, "How
d'you know I was here?"
"Saw your scrawl on the register,"
he said, "and I've seen It too often on
wheat tickets to forget it Thought
Age-Heral-

Better
Health

U

O

in your
erage whenyou use

Instant Postuh

I'd look you up. Maybe can be of
some service to you here. What are
you chasing more land?"
"Well, I won't say that, exactly, but
I kind o' thought I'd come out and look
over some of this stuff the gover'-ment- 's
glvln' away, before the furrl- ners gets it all. Guess if there's any-thifree goln' us men that pioneered
one province should get It on the
n'

next"

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

New England Colloquialism,
In frequent use, not
only in rural communities, but In New
England generally, is "at that" It is
employed to express merit where none
might be presumed, as "he's lazy, but
a decent chap 'at that' " "He's up and
coming" .is an expression familiar to
every New Englnnder, and Its meaning
Is synonymous with the rustic's, "head
up and tail over the dasher."
A colloquialism

The first woman to fly from Paris
to Morocco, a distance of about 1.100
mile, made the flight in two days.

Its pleasing flavor resembles that oí coffee, but
it contains none of co
fee's harmful elements!
Made in the cup "ouick
as a winkT by the addition
of hot water, strong or mild
to suit individual taste,
hstzntFoscum is the Idéd Drink

for all the family.
Made

V Postum Cereal Gsmpazxy.Ioe.
Battle Creek, Michigan.

think

fellow.
"has-beeyou
that the
refér to when you pass him on
the streets of Roy can't teach
you a lot of things you don't
know. Your more modern ways
are something, of course, but his
years of experience have taught
him many things you won't
know unless he gives you the information. If you really want
to add to your efficiency you will
spend some time talking with the
older men, and getting their
instead of referring to
and laborthem as
ing under the thought that they
no longer know anything worth
while about life.
Older men may tell you some
things which would be impractical under present' day ways of
doing things, but they will also
tell you other things which
would be much to your advantage to know. You think you
are stronger, more progressive
and more aggressive, and you believe you are going to be a big
success in your line. But when
you reach the age of our older
to
citizens you may not
hold as good a job as some of
Once
them are still holding.
their prospects were no better
than yours are now. You do not
know, you have no way of knowing, what circumstances may
work, again? t you, any more than
vou know what mental suffering
Tinn'f

County Seat Sunday
bath
News
ouero
oclock.

Hi'-

Solano and Mosquero charge.
Schools: Every Sab
morning, Solano and Mos
10
and Bradley
School house 2 p. m.

vminc

THE MONEY BUSINESS

n"

ed

STOCK CLUBS

CHURCH NOTICES

TO BOYS

man or
Carefully cultivated habit will boost
woman successward in financiering just as surely as natural ability.
The school boy who saves with determination
will be among the moneyed men of tomorrow,
and the young man who has learned to save will
business mar or
become the sane

ATncnnorn

Items of Interest
From our Mora
Correspondent

Farmers aiourd Rov will be
interested in knowing that splen- did nrcerois in live stock and
poultry breeding by boys' and
ciris c uds is rerjortea irora
nnnv SPptfrms f)f the COUniTV
and made the basis of an inter- esting report by the government.
The Department of Agriculture is interested in these clubs
and reports that in seven states
last year there were 1186 of
them, with a total membership
6
of 28,400. Of this number
made reports, showing that
731,709 eggs were set. From
these 510,478 chickens were
hatched. The value of the products sold was set at $94,791.32,
while the value of the stock on
hand was estimated at
A total of 712 exhibitions were held with 5,615 com
petitors participating. The prize
money divided among tne winners amounted to $9,681.14.
The department urges farmers throughout the United States
tn lend everv encouragement to
the boys and girls, and to assist
them m forming live stocK ana
noultrv clubs whenever possible.
They are the ones who will be
running the country in a few
years, and there is nothing more
important than implanting in
their minds now the dignity ana
opportunities offered to intelli-

first and third Sundays of each
mcnth, 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m
and Bradley School House the
same Sundays, 3 p. m. Solano
second and fourth Sundays, 11a.
(Irvin Ogden Sr Correspondent) m. and 7.30 p. m., and Liberty
School House the same Sundays,
3 p. m.
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QUIT KICKING

For the love of Mike, let's be done with this whining and
moaning about hard times; and let's stop all this talk about how
much worse conditions are apt to be in a few months than they are
now.

We kiw- - that isn't very pretty English, but it is plain English and we are hearing too much kicking, anyhow, to make us care
much what kind of talk we use so far as grammar is concerned.
The only person who ever got anything out of whining is the fakir
who stands on the corner, pretends he lost a leg in the great war
and begs a dime, when in reality he lost the limb through being too
lazy to get out of the way of a passing automobile. If you want to
get into this class you are welcome, but pick another community to
do your whining in.
What if business isn't as good as it might be? Are you going
to make it any better through running around shrieking about it?
,You had some mighty fine times in the last two years or so, and if
you won't take the bitter with the sweet, then you're no tetter than
a spoiled child. Life is not all sugar, and it would be a pretty sickening kind of proposition if it was.
If you cannot do anything but howl, then for goodness sake
go and buy a gag and let the rest of us here in Roy who want to
work attend to our jobs. If things are not right there is only one
way to put them so, and that is by plain, hard work. Turning
yourself into a fountain of woe isn't going to help any.
Take your coat off and start smiling. Neither one will hurt
you half as much as you think.

SOLANO SOLECISMS

--

The National Holiday Feb. 22
was befittingly celebrated by the
O.E.S. Club at the ranch home
of Mrs. Edna Misner. The Spacious living room with its hospitable fire place was the scene of
merriment during the interesting
games of progressive 500 in
which Mrs. Smith wa3 awarded
the prize.
Ices, cakes and coffee were
served to the following; Mesdam-e- s

Mosquero having lately 2 columns in this paper as well as the
County seat it seems to ye scribe
about time Solano was heard
from; Particularly since the
"Mentiras" of last week concer
ning the desirability of having
the County seat located by the
Legislature without regards to
the people, but according to the
wishes of rich people. Maybe it
Bigsby, Brown, Coffeen, Gray will revert the contention, hard
Krabbenschmidt,
McMinn, feeling etc, to deny the peoples
Misner, Paxton, Strickland, Ho- will but it surely is not Democroper, Smith, and McCarger. Miss acy anyway.
Hooper of Hutchinson Kans. was
the out of town guest. The hostSolano is not the least among
ess was assisted in entertaining the towns of the Mesa and we
by. her daughters Misses Dorothy may get at least one of the Co.
and Edith.
Officers.

.

Bond..

is Hereby given:

That the undersigned, C. Ernest Anderson, Cler!$ of the Board of Education of the Village of Roy, of the
State of New Mexico, will on Monday, ths 28th day of March, 1921, at
the hour of four o'clock in the afternoon of said day, at the office of the
in Roy, Mora
County, New Mexico, offer for sale
and sell at public auction to the highest and best bidder for cash, $50,000
school bonds of the municipal school
district of the Village of Roy, of the
State of New Mexico, bearing six per
centum interest per annum, payable
said bonds being of
the denominations of $500 each, dated May 1, 1921, due September 1,
1951, redeemable at the option of the
Board of Education at any time after ten years from date, said bonds
shall not be sold for 'less than ninety-fiv- e
cents on the dollar, and accrued
interest. Principal and interest shall
be payable at a banking house in New
York City or at the office of the
treasurer of said Board of Education
in Roy, New Mexico, at the option of
the holders. Bids will be received for
the whole or any part of said bonds,
and the undersigned reserves the
right to reject any and all bids. The
bonds shall be Eold for cash, ten per
centum to be paid at the time the
bid 3 accepted and the balance on
the delivery of the bonds, Bids must
be unconditional.
If a bidder desires to send a bid by mail, he must
transmit with the ibid a certified
check for ten percentum of the
amount of the bid.
The assessed valuation of said municipal school district is $1,050,000.00,
and except this issue of bonds and another issue of $7,500.00 said municipal school district has no indebtedness,
either bonded or otherwise.
Dated this 21st day of February,
Spanish-America-

oostoffice in Roy, New Mexico,
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All are rejoicing over the nice
snow storm". Even if we did not
need it, it will do a lot of good.
We were glad to see such a
large crowd of Roy young folks
out to the dance given Thursday
evening. All report a fine time
in spite of the cold. Most all
fromthis community were present, young and old, and those
that did not dance enjoyed the
evening watching the dancers
and listening to the fine music
we had.'We hope the same crowd
will be as interested in the next
one we have.
The Anderson corn thresher is
in this neighborhood now. They
report do'ing fine work.
The following ambitious farmers were out and fixed up the
phone lines Wednesday : Messrs.
Sanger, Beem, Driskil, Hazen,
Smith, Krosnik, Bradley and several others. We were needing
someone to make the first move
and we will give R. B. Smith the
full credit for that. Our phones
are' doing better now than ever,
and we must thank these men
for it. Surely will not be so
lonesome for the women folks
any more. There is nothing they
have missed worse than the
phone.
A large crowd gathered in
Mrs. Clarence Driskil's Sunday

night and practiced singing, ft
was a jolly crowd, and all had a
good time. Ralph and Maggie
took their wagon and gathered
up about ten besides the others
that came other ways.
1921.
' W. R. Bradley is hauling some
C. ERNEST ANDERSON,
Clerk. cf his wheat to the Solano mill.
Dave Livingston and Adam
Ladies' and Misses Suits.
Troop were in the neighborhood
Look them over.
on business Monday.
ROY TRADING CO.
T. A. Price went out hog hunting Monday and brought back 12
Geo. Lewis was called to
!or 13 with him.
Colo, last week on account of i Mark Woods and Frank Smith
were visitors in Clayton this
ill ness of his fathe,
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week.
Mr.

and Mrs. Woods' two
children have been quite sick,
They
but are better now.
thought they had scarlet fever.
Our pie supper and Literary
was called off on account of the
snow storm. Our next Literary
night will be March 4th. All

A Freight car jumped the track
about a mile north of Town
Wednesday as the local was
going north and flopped over a
couple of times but doing little
damage, The peculiar fate of the
accident was that after the car
was torn from the train , the
train recoupled while in motion
as if nothing had happened.

come.

I

have decided to discontinue Silver-

ware and will give you 20 pet. discount
I
to close out what I have on hands.
want to confine my stock to the most
staple Jewelry articles and take good
Silverware
care of your repair work.
takes a lot of work keeping it clean and
with my large repair business which is
constantly growing, I feel that I cannot
give a stock of Silverware the attention
it should have.
My intentions are to stay right here

Rev. McMillen preached a fine
A large
sermon on dancing.
crowd was" out and all enjoyed it.
His next services will be on the
Gth day of March. We hope to
wit to get a road along the rail- see a large crowd out to Sunday
road r'ghtof way so that Solano school and church next time.
hope
Lets
Countv
that
the
will be on the main highwThe Hazen men are going
J. G. Gambrell and Lysle AnComissicners
appointed
back
to DeHaven to finish their
by
the ay between the County
derson are new readers of the
gathering this week.
corn
Governor will have sufficient
this week.
and the County Seat.
Frank Heinman and Tell
Bradley visited T. J. while his
wife is visiting her mother,
where she will be gone for a
week or so. T. J., Frank and Tell
all make good bachelors and like
I
to bach together because each
one is used to the others' cooking.
Frank Clinard and Tell Bradley were racing up and down the
section lines Sunday, but we
don't know what they lost. We
Your Jeweler
l
understand Frank lost something and Tell was helping him
'
'
find it.
August Forseman has been a
very ill man, but is just a little
bit better at present. He ñas
been sick for some time.
Miss Mary Woods visits Mrs.
Hogs to feed at the Mill'
Arthur Hazen quite often, but
we think it is queer that she and
Shelled Corn. White nr- Mived fnr fJinin. ori M1
viiuo aiiu meat
Mr. Schrum will not talk to each We will exchange Corn for meal or chops, but
it must be shelled.
other. It may be due to their
aiso wneac ior Jb'iour, Meal. Bran and Chops.
Dasniumess.
Joe Woods rode to Solano and
Did you ever try Solano Pride? Ask your Grocer.
He was
Mosquero Saturday.
Milled by yonr Home Mill-T- ry
It.
hunting for some place to go.
ROSIE ;
Tenor Solo,
$1 00
spent
Little Dolard Bradley
MARGIE.
"
"
"
MY GEE GEE
"
his 5th birthday with his grandBROADWAY.
"
"
LOVE NIGHTS Come- parents at the Bradley home.
Mrs. Jim Beem has been on
I COULD HAVE HAD YOU (But I let
GRIEVING FOR YOU.
sick list this week, but rethe
Solano, New Mexico
you get by) Jazz Orch.
FEATHER YOUR NEST.
she is better.
ports
are
that
LOVE, HONOR AND
CARESSES.
Mrs. Arthur Hazen has been
LOOK! WHAT YOU'VE DONE WITH
visiting with her mother at the
PALESTEENA.
YOUR
DANGEROUS EYES.
C. C. Moore home the past week.
HONOLULU EYES.
We are glad to see Cora go once
GRIEVING FOR YOU
JUNE.
in a while, but we hope she don't
YANKEE
TIMBUCTOO.
stay quite so long the next time.
WHEN THE AUTUMN LEAVES BEGIN
Miss Mary Woods and Joe
ROSE.
TO FALL.
spent the evening with
Woods
BABY DREAMS.
LIKE WE USED TO BE.
Don Bradley Saturday.
Mrs.
I'LL BE WITH YOU IN APPLE BLOSWe owe thanks to Mr. and
MANDALALY.
SOM TIME,
Mrs. Albert Driskil for bringing
LUANA.
our minister out so often for us.
This is their home, and we know
they are always glad to find an
excuse to come out, and we are
glad to see them come as often
as they do.
Our phones are in good shape,
so tell your news so they can be
High-Scho-

S--

ol

A

Acme Header Owners

with you as long as you want me and
shall try at all times to give you a square
deal.

We have had notice from the factory that they
have a fairly good supply of repairs on hand, so give
us your order now, as you cannot get parts later
because the factory will be shut down the rest of
this year. Do not delay, it is important that you get
your order in now.

The March Release of Columbia Records is a dandy.
Here arc some of me new ones.

Popular Songs

C.E.HOBSON
WANTED

I

7

--

w

;

Dance Records

10-in- ch

.

Farmers Mill & Elevator Company

10-in-

.

DOG-GON-

E

SERVICE

Have you seen the new hats Mrs Fitzgerald brought
with her? If not you have missed something.
Let her trim your easter bonnet for you
just as you want it.

Whether it is electrical or mechanical
tractor or automobile we are prepared
to serve you. We have the best battery equipment in Roy, and sell the
World's Best Battery, the U. S. L.
We have a complete line of repairs for
ALL Batteries regardless of make
and all repairs carry the U. S. L. Eight
months adjustment guarantee.

heard.
Call

loersheim Merc, Co

I. C. Dodds
For

Auto Livery

.

I guarantee to get you there and
get you back.

Telephone Dodds.

With service on Electrical and Auto work in the U S Army
and factory experience in the Rumely and Avery factories we can
assure you that your tractor can receive only expert attention.

Anderson Brothers

i
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MOSQUERO MENTIRAS

PANI8M-AMRRICA-

WOMEN'S MISSIONARY
PROGRAM FOR FEB. 28, 1921

Mr. Reed, representing an Oklahoma business .college, was
calling on some .of the young
The second regular meeting of
folks of Mosquero and vicinity the
W.M.S. will ba held at the
this week.
home of Mrs. N.L. Benson Feb.
A good snow that fell slowly 28 at 2:30 and refreshments after
and melted about as fast as it
the program on Mission in the
fell put additional moisture in
the ground Friday, and the com- Homeland. Hymn- - America,
ing wheat crop was given an- Prayer. Who is my neighbor?
other big boost.
Luke 10:25-2- 7
Fannie Hughes,
How
shall
I think of him? Mark
Father De Keuwer, resident
parish priest, was in tovn Sun- 12:31 Mrs. E.M. Bagwell. Saving
day and Monday and announced America for the world, President
mass for March 6th. He also Our neighbors in the mountains,
tells us that he is seriously think- Mrs. Schultz. Our neighbors, the
ing of moving his headquarters
to Mosquero in the near future. Indians Mrs. Benson. Our neighbors the Negroes, Ruth Hughes
Mrs. George Spivey of the val- Our neighbors the Foreigners.
ley east of town made a( visit to
Dalhart, Texas, where she will Mrs. Busey. Hymn.Jesus Calls us
visit with her daughter, Miss Benediction.
Bina, who expects to graduate
from high school this spring. "Mentiras" failed to appear in
George is taking care of the the columns of
the
house plants, chasing the hens
and we immediately notcat
out
locking
the
and
around,
two men had been killed
ed
at night, and trying to make be- in that
Campana, Dallas had been
lieve that he likes it while she swept by fire, Los Angeles had
is gone.
suffered from an earthquake,
the Sultan of Turkey had anrewho
Goodhue,
Mrs. Walter
cently presented Walter with a nounced that he would be forced
exemption to do away with his harem, large
on his income tax in .the form of spots had been discovered on the.
a bouncing baby boy, returned face of the sun, and the giant
to her Mosquero home Sunday, star, Betelgeuse had crowded
bringing the youngster along the earth off of the front pages
and larriving jüst in time to of the newspapers. In order to
make Walter unpack all of the ascertain the exact value of the
household furniture .and move it "Mentiras" we have interviewed
back into the house. As he was a few of the prominent citizens
tired of baching and unable to of Mosquero with the following
longer remain away from his results: Mr. Paul Kingsbury
family, he was moving to Roy. says: "They are great. I don't
remember ever having seen anyv' Mr. Brigido Garcia, formerly thing like them in print before
of Mosquero but now a resident in my life". Mr. Kress stated
.of Arroyo Seco in Taos county, that he had read a few of the
was in town last week complet- "Mentiras" three weeks ago, and
ing the sale of a block of lots sit- hadn't been able to read anyuated on Main street of this thing else since. Mr. Walter
town. He tells, us that he is to Cottingham remarked : "They
be married soon after Lent to are simply immense.
I favor
one of the belles of Taos, and we having them published in Gerare looking forward to the an- man and making it a part of the
nouncement of the exact date
n
treaty that
with the expectation of being they be read by the Germans for
able to slip away from Mosquero a term of years as greater punfor a time and enjoying a good ishment than that inflicted by
old marriage feast, held in the the present terms that demand a
n
way, cash payment of reparation. It
good old
just once more before modern would effectually stop all future
civilization does away with that wars." Dr. D. C. Gamble says :
good old Spanish custom.
"I find them invaluable in my
When I have a patient
practice.
A letter from Mr. and Mrs.
I read him
andtsleepless
restless
MosIsaac Dyke, formerly of
from the
quero but now residing in West two orj three items
immediately
he
and
'Mentiras'
Virginia, where they have been
conducting a mercantile- estab- sinks into a deep and untroubled
to trace
an- sleep. I am now trying
lishment and
circuthe
between
connection
a
;
out
sold
nounce" that' they have
and
the
'Mentiras'
of
lation
the
all of their eastern holdings, are
sickness
sleeping
of
epidemic
closing up their business, and
is sweeping the country."
will return to Mosquero for the that principal
of schools tells us
Our
purpose of residing here in the
she uses the "Mentiras" in
that
having
been
have
They
future.
the
considerable sickness, and feel her class room to illustrate and
twists
awful
wonderful
and
of
need
badly
the
in
that they are
bracing climate and pure air of turns that may be accomplished
If the pubthe Mesa. Mrs. Dyke is a daugh- by the human mind.
of the
doubtful
are
still
lishers
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Fuller, value of these items we will
seand needless to say the Fuller
recommendaadditional
cure
family is awaiting impatiently
tions next week.
Spanish-America-

MOSQUERO & VICINITY

--

All have been enjoying

days
SPECIAL PRICES ARE
NOT NECESSARY TO
Sell our Bread, Pies, Cakes The preasent
future

prices past."
and Pastries--O- ur
have always been reasonable It reported that
and they always will be.
their
is

Ideal akery &
Confection'y
Ask the OilPull User
Ask any OilPull owner why this particular tractor is his first choice
and he will tell you it is for one or more of the following reasons

Dependability

The OilPull finishes every job on time no
stops for breakdowns, because it is unusually strong and
powerful no delays from overheating, because it is cooled
with oil instead of water no lost time due to ordinary tractor
troubles, because over 80 years of power farming machinery
building experience backs every OilPull.
Economy The OilPull will plow an acre of ground at less
cost than any other tractor built. Being thoroughly constructed throughout, the cost of maintenance is unusually
low. And from the ground up it is designed and built and
guaranteed
to burn kerosene successfully.
Long Life the first OilPulls built twelve years ago are
still working as steadily and economically as when new and
performing big and difficult tasks. OilPull owners have the
satisfaction of knowing that they have the best tractor value
to be had.
Power The OilPull motor develops tremendous power
25
over its rating. It delivers more power for its size and
rating than any other tractor. This enables more satisfactory
work at belt and drawbar and gives many years longer life.
And there's an OilPull for every size farm
Rumely service.
H. P. backed by a nation-wid- e
and
12-2-

20-4- 0

16-3-

30-6- 0

ANDERSON
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MACHINE

WORKS.
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'

?

We have heard considerable
comment on the improved appearance of the
the addition of more home
print and its better typographical appearance. In our mind all
of this improvement has been
brought about by the appearance
of our "Mentiras", and to prove
it we advance the following reasons: They have fiad a visible
n
effect on the
ever since their first appearance.
Soon after securing our services
Spanish-America-

n,

Spanish-America-

'

as a correspondent and the appearance in print of the "Mentiras", Mr. Irvin Ogden, who
was responsible for their being
published .sold out the paper,
lock, stock and barre!, .gthed
up his household goods, and removed himself to the almost

.

mountain villa r" of
Mora, 'where he has !an--- l
from & genial, pleasant,
Ogden of former times to a
morose, nervous individual who
Bleeps with the doors locked and
shudders at the mere mention of
tar and f eathere. One week the
fun-lovi-

ng

and
- - hF. ' Casperich
OilPull,
" - OU Number 3! 4
í 30-6-
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Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton
New Mexico.

SE14-SWI-

4,

SWI4-NWV-

NI2-NWI- 4,

4,

Section 23, Township 17 N, Range 30E, N.M.P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to; the land above
described, before F. H. Foster.
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy New Mexico, on the
21st, day of March 1921.
Claimant names as Witnesses:
Alfonso Baca, of. David, New,
Cresen Cia Montez of
Mexico,
Gallegos, New Mexico, Eusebio
Montano, of Albert, New Mexico, Juan Montano, of David,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
.

Register.

GOOD NEWS
Lower Lumber Prices
We are pleased to be able to announce that we have again lowered our price on lumber, sash and doors, shingles and all building

material.
We keep in touch with market conditions and base our selling
prices accordingly, so you can 'always buy your building material
from us and know that you are getting a square deal and the
best possible price that the market affords. We carry first class
stock anb buy only from reliable mills and manufacturers.

Our prices have been lowered
from 40 to 60 percent

JRoberts

& Olven,

LUMBER, HARDWARE & FUEL

i

New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

L. W DeWeese is a victim of
The seating of the church has a slight attack of the flu this
been defered until school closes, week.
Setting hens seems to be the
as the church is being used for
of the day just now.
order
srhool purposes.
Don't we appreciate our home
paper so much? Yes, and esThe following arrived too late pecially since we have items repfor last week.
resenting so much of our good
Mesa.
f We, too, congratulate
two
At least we have come to the editors who have been our
of our
conclusion accounting for the number for so many years,
who
election result in our state. Too are endeavoring with all
their
many Democratic fellows mar- might to cause such a good
paper
ried Republican wives.
,
to be circulated among us and
Walter Hill is a very busy man in our midst. Too, is it not
a
these days, seeing after his three source of much pleasure
and pasfarms and his stock while the time to all of us on this Mesa to
boys are in school. Wm. Hill, exchange items and
thoughts,
like most of us, came here a few and to know what our
sister
years ago, homesteaded, and was towns and vicinities
and
friends
not able to improve his place and are doing, and to know who
farm it without hiring out for dead or alive? Now let us are
all
wages. But Mr. Hill has made wake up and do our
bit in apmoney every year since he has' preciation towards both of
our
been here, and now owns three good editors who are working
Mesa farms, well improved and for the interests of the people
stocked up, and he ie one of our of the Mesa more than thev can
best boosters.
possibly realize out of it themMr. C. N. Tinker is another selves (aside from the good they
one of our best
farm are constantly bestowing upon
ers. His wheat for the past their many Mesa friends).
eight years has averaged around
We hope soon to see every
20 bushels per acre. He is a school district on the Mesa repsystematic farmer, and we will resented by some good live
wire.
all take our hats off to him.
What, is the matter with Liber-- v
been having for
Haven't
? Is she still on the side of the
the past few days such nice, living? Let us hear from new
warm, balmy weather?
No districts and reporters soon, for
doubt there are more people here we are waiting in much anxiety.
for their health and te enjoy our
W. A. Steinbaugh is nearing
good climate than for any other the completion of his fine, mod,
reason.
ern new stone house.
The delegates sent by the peo
Mrs. Steinbaugh has been
ple of Mosquero and vicinity to poorly much of the time this
Santa Fe in behalf of creating a winter, and wje are proud to
new county, with the county know that she is better now and
seat at Mosquero, predict that able to be among her many
traffic into our city will be un- friends again.
usually heavy after the present
Mr. W. A. Steinbaugh has
legislature.
been laid up from blood poisonFigures just compiled show us ing in his hand, but is around
that goods from old countries im some now.
ported into the U. S. amount to
Mrs. Dr. McKinney has been
the enormous sum of 'five and a visiting her daughter, Mrs. Lewquarter billion dollars in 1920. is, at Roy last week.
Wheat alone from Canada dump
Ninety per cent of our doced on cur market without any tors are using autos. We wonduty amounted to one hundred der what is the matter with our
fifty million bushels, enough to two doctors in our city. Do they
convince all of us that we don't want to be old, queer, selfish, or
need, or want, free trade. It have an excuse not to go out, or
would be hard to say what we don't want to be abreast with
have lost, and how much we have their class and progress with the
suffered by not having duty on! times?
goods ímnorted here, and our
Maybe they are waiting for
market used as a dumping board. the city to grow and to have
We do know that we have lost practice enough in the city so in
several million dollars and some not to bother with autos. Good
of us have lost our homes and all for you, Dr. Garrrble and Dr.
we have been able to accumulate McKinney. If this is your reain our past lives of worry and son, we trust you are right in
"
toil.
your opinion.
w--

ESJdkSfiia
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
February 17, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given
John
Not withstanding the inclem-anc- y H. Mitchell, of Roy, Morathat
County,
of the weather the attend- New Mexico, Who, on October 26th,
1916 made Addl. Homestead Applicaance at S. S. and Church were tion, No. 023321, for SE
NWM,
SW
E
Secbion 13, Township 21
fair.
N., Range 27 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
Rev. McMillan's exortations are has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
such that if heeded would give lo claim to the land above described,
beeach joy peace and brotherlv lo fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, on April 13, 1921.
ve which is the essence of Christ
Claimant names as witnesses'.
Hugh Mitchell, D. P. Moore, Ben
ian life.
Stewart, George Jackson, all of Roy,

up-to-d-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
and while the bottom in lumber prices seems to have been reaDepartment of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., ched you rest assured that any time we see that we can make
February 17, 1921.
further reductions, we will give our costumers
the benifit of
'
NOTICE is hereby given that Tony
them..
New
Co.,
Mora
J. Heimann, of Albert,
Mexico, who on January 19th, 1920
made Addl. Homestead Application,
We solicit your business and guarantee satisfaction to you or
Sec. 20, NWl
No. 026424, for SE
money back.
your
Section 21, Township 19 N.,
SW
Range 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at Tiis office at Roy, New Mexico,
on April 12, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. J. Beller. Nic Hayoz, Frank
Heimann. Sr., Frank Heimann, Jr.,
all of Albert, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
P.exister.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,

but has returned home much improved and thinks he will get
alright.

The Ladies aid are planning a
social for the near future. The
date will be announced later.

their arrival

,

above-describe-

16th, 1918, made Addl. Homestead
Application, No.
for W
Mr. Roy Keeler is doing some NW14 Sec. 21, NE023854
; SE
NW1.,
farming these days. He is runn- NEÍ4 SWV4 Section 20, Township 19
ing 2 tractors. He has turned un- N., Range 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
der 100 acres of sod last week. Final Three Year Proof, to establish
His Fordson keeps up with his claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. CommissionTitan each pulling 3 disks.
er, at his office at Roy, New Mexico,
on April 11, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mr. Steinbaugh has been suffA. J. Beller, Nic Hayoz, Frank
ering for the past weeks with Heimann, Sr., Tony J. Heimann, all
something like blood poison; he of Albert, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
was taken to the hospital at Roy
Register. '

'

post-offic- e,

Feb. 8, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given
that Vicente Montez, of David
Union. County New Mexico, who
on April, 12th, 1918. made addl
No.
Homestead Application,
Sec.
024499, for

::.

The Newman family of Solano U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
February 17, 1921.
were guests in the DeWeese hoNOTICE is hereby given that
me last Sunday Mr. Newman re- Frank Heimann, Jr., of Albert, Union
ports everything fine at Solano. Co., New Mexico, who, on September

Spanish-America-

14,

Mr. and Mrs.
our old neighbors
who sold
homestead 2 years
ago are planing to return soon
via a touring car, Mr. Edmond
ran the Skinner ranch before he
left N. M. for N. Y. We are delighted to welcome them back to
our community; they were pioneers of this country and we are
glad they are coming back to en
joy tht mesa once more.

Fred Edmond

German-America-

A stranger visiting Mosquero
might think that it was the home
of an art colony or the scene of
a Bolshevik convention, from
the number of young men parading the streets in short whiskers and long hair. The truth of
the matter is, however, that Mr.
R. E. Trujillo, the local barber,
has been quite sick for the last
two weeks, and the barber shop
closed. He is now considerably
improved, although still quite
sick from neuralgia of the face
that chases pains around
through his eyes and down his
cheeks and through the temples
until his face swells up, his eyes
water, and the air grows blue
with profanity.

these

Balmy
and invigorating
mountain air.
"Dorit worry about the future-Th- e
is all thou hast;
will soon be present
And the present will soon be

n,

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of tSo Interior.
11. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
M" of
Orders
January 11, 3 021.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of George H. Ray, Roy N.'
M., Serial No. 027362, we will offer
at public saje, to the highest bidder,
but at not less than $2.50 per acre, at
10 o'clock A. M., on the 13th day of
April, 1921, next, at this office, the
following tract of land:
NW
NWÍ4 Sec. 6, T. 19 N., IL
25 E., N. M. P. M.
The sala viil not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. Tha person making the
highest bid wjll e required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
d
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

e

;

'

.

TMt
MILLS AND VICINITY

AS WE SEE IT

Misa Virginia McCIure recent
ly sold a nice team of young
horses to E. V. Black. The con
sideration was $200.
The honorable school board,
which consists of W. E. Carter,
Geo. Cochrane and L. D. Bart- mess, made a business trip to
Roy Thursday.
Mrs. Fred Burton and Mrs.
Thurman Case returned Mon- rlav from Erick. Okla.. where
they have been on an extended

Anyone interested in promoting this work in this community
will find plenty of help, advice
and encouragement if they care
to write the Department of Agriculture at Washington and ask
for it.
There has been so much rain
in this country during the past
several weeks that the "drys"
can strike up as their anthem visit with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Hackett
"Water, Water Everywhere
Thursday for Las Vegas for
left
to
Drink."
Drop
and Not a
a short visit with iriends and
There is nothing a sensible where Mrs. Hackett will have a
Roy man admires more than the number of teeth extracted. They
girlish girl or the womanly wo- expect to be gone about a week.
man.
J. E. Atwood of Kephart was
business with the
transacting
so
in the
It has abcut gotten
Saturday.
merchants
Mills
will
men
taxicab
the
cities that
Roy Freeman, who is working
rob you if you ride and the holdup man will rob you if you walk. on the Wilson Co. store at Abbott, has got so industrious he
Or.ce in a while you come
runs his truck at night hauling
across a man who saved up brick and plaster from Mills.
enough of his earnings in 1920
A. D. Ilurford was helning A.
to pay off his income tax.
E. Lusk erect a windmill tower
Most Roy girls have more last week.
bravery than
L. D. Williams and E. C.
They are ready to make a match Whipkey have installed a free
with a man twice their size.
air device in their blacksmith
Speaking of bootleg whiskey, shop. We do not know whether
to blow their
one swallow doesn't make a it is for cars or
fire.
a
sends
frequently
spring, but it
Mr. and Mrs. O. T. Wilson and
man to a warmer climate.
son of Arcade, N. Y.. arrived
The trouble with the man with here Saturday, where they will
the hoe is he is too apt to lay it spend some time looking after
down for the lure of the city business interests.
where he can see the hose.
Ed. King purchased a lot of
Any Roy married man will tell posts of Tom McGrath recently,
you that after marriage a fel- preparatory to fencing a section
low quits paying compliments of state land north of town near
the Floersheim ranch.
and stalls in paying bills.
Mr. Wm. Schpenerstedt has
One of the biggest liars in moved into Mills since his sale,
this country is the man who arT and will take charge of the store
gues that he can work just as now conducted by Mena Adelo.
well when he has' a bad cold.
Mrs. H. G. Gardener was hostto the Ladies' Aid Thursday
ess
costs
good
to
be
quite a
bit
It
elected president of the United afternoon. Matters of business
States, but look at all the advice were attended to, after which
refreshments were served, conyou get for nothing.
sisting of two kinds of cake and
If someone in Roy is gossip- really-trul- y
blackberries that
ing about you don't lose any never saw a canning factory.
sleep. Gossip will rub off as soon
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Day are
as it gets dry.
the proud parents of a
Japan may not want to go to baby girl born Monday night.
war with the United States, but Everyone concerned is doing
it isn't because Japan is a con- nicely, including Grandpa and
Grandma Cunningham.
scientious objector.
prize-fighter-

s.

,

'

six-pou-

SHANI8H-AWSRICAN-

Editor Smith, of the Clayton
News is sure peeved at the near
County of Harding bill, and
comes out boldly in last week's
issue of the News and sure tells
the public his ideas of the new
county bill and, its sponsors.
The news matter is sure
breezy, and we are not sure of
the facts in the matter, or at
least all of them anyway. We
cannot sée why we are not entitledto a new county in this
portion of the state and a county
seat as well as Clayton. If Bro.
Smith had to go 125 to 150 miles
to the county seat as we do, to
find out matters pertaining to
our taxes and other county matters, he would at least have some
pity for us anyway.
Of course, we too are not satisfied with aH'the provisions of
the bill, but it is the .best we can

ed

post-offic-

9 5 AWS FXPEWltNCS IN
ABSTRACT AND COUNTY
WORK.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

General Blacksmith!

and
AT THE OLD STAND,

WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE
I

All matters entrusted to irs dispatched with

PROMITNESS and ACCURACY, at
vertj reasonable charaes.
Yo'uR BUSINESS SOLICITED

court will be held.
Roy Freeman returned to Abbott Sunday where he has beed
working on the Wilson stove.

J.

casing. Tinware and in fact everything in the pump and tinware

'

line.
We do all kinds repair work in

ths line of plumbing, soldering,

and tinwork of every description.

GIVE US A TRIAL AND RE CONVINCED.

"Speed and Quality" is our motto.

JUDY AND BAKER,
Proprietors

Mr. and Mrs. J.M.Heard and
family were the Sunday guests
of
S.F-Davis-

Roy, New Mexico.

Baum Block

.-

was

a. business

visitor in Roy the first cf the
week.
JUST ARRIVED
Ladies' and Misses Suits.
Look them over.
ROY TRADING CO.

This Space belongs to

Turner's Cash
Grocery
Of Mills, New Mexico

.
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What do you
think those
smart little
"MAXWELLS"

remember that it takes territory

to build a county, and we believe
he feels down in his heart
that we are entitled to a new
county, but it is impossible to
mak'i the boundaries suit all the
people, hence some of us must
give in; and unless we do ail
give in some, we will never get
anything. We are for the new
county because we need it and
because we are entitled to it.

Machine Work,

AUSTUA( TS
Hm)it.l fr nil lands in Morn Con
oí
TAXKS
parlies living oxihsulo of xlale Hondod lo.
INFORMATION furnished of assessments, faxes etc.
CKKTI Fl l'A
t;oie.s of any rrrded insfru nnU F.irnis!ii
RKCOUIHNT;
attorxle.l fo, Deeds, Morl.joaes, te.
NOTARY WORK of 11 kinds exoented.

bate.
The next Literary will be Mar.
4 after the program a kangroo

?

INCORPORATED.

Complete indexes fo all Kinds.

In spite of the snow storm
Friday there was a good crowd
at Literary and agood short program. The negative won the de-

:

Clayton, New.Mex

9 YfiARS EXPERIENCE IN
TAXES AND COUNTY
WORK.

J.M.Johnson is able to be out

and will handle a complete line of Pumps Piping, Well

J

again.

very little, if any, higher than

Lawyers

e,

and Mrs. John Green and family
were the Sunday guests of S.F.
Davis home.

I
they now are, and we are assum 1
ing our part of their indebted
of
ness, hence we can not see where
I
these two counties will be so;
crippled as reports are current. I
We are also informed that the
county lines were approved by a
Ask the man who owns ene. f
committee from Clayton, as well
Free booklet on request.
as a committee from Mora, and I
while it is true they did not have
Pioneer Garage
the say of the whole people, they
Mosquero, N. M.
at least voiced the sentiment of
a part of them. Bro. Smith must
I FISK & GOODYEAR TIRES 1

Whelan Sl Palmer,

er

Fred Davis Mr.

Mr. and Mrs.

county, we believe they have
been drawn as near as possible
with fairness to all concerned.
It leaves plenty of assessable
property in Union county and
Mora county to make their taxes

We have purchased the'
Baum Bros., Tin Shop

Mr. and Mrs. Clem Davis II. W.
Davis and daughter were the
Sunday guests at the L.H. Burton home.

get from the present legislature
and probably from many in the
future. But the one fact remains that it will give us a new
county and make us in closer relation to the county seat and to
all matters pertaining to a county. While we believe the county seat should be left to a vote of
the people, there were others
that did not think so, and as long
as they were in power we bow
to the inevitable, for we would
much rather go a few miles to
a county seat than over a hundred mibs as wc are practically
all doing at this time.
As to the lines of the new

W. H. Nichols, who we reportlast week as having gone to
Oklahoma for his, health, died
within a few days after reaching
his destination. We extend our
Maybe the groundhog heard svmpathy to the bereaved fam- Thomas A. Whelan
some of Roy amateur weather
Eugene Palmer
A. M. Berentz of Kansas has
prophets making guesses and he
mother,
his
visiting
hf'm
to
here
out.
come
was afraid
Mrs. M. S. Berentz.
you
ever wanted something
If
Elmer' Spencer has opened a
iind didn't have the money to
busiand short-ordbuy it with you have a pretty
east
just
of the
house
in
ness
the
good idea of the shape Germany
which he recently
is now in.
purchased of John Eddy.
Practice in State and. Fed
Ohio is caid to be overrun jus't
Mrs. C. F. Leonhard visited
dogs.
The
price
with
mad
now
eral Courts and
her daughter, who is attending
U, S. Land Office. '
of a bone daring the past couple college at Raton.
enough
to
of years has Jbeen
make any dog mad.
For Sale: 320 acre farm PHOTOS- - Until further notice
We've also noticed that the about 10 miles east of Roy. I will have my studio oren on
smaller a Roy woman's pocket-boo- k Fair housa and other impro- Saturdays and Mondays of each
the oftcner her husband is vements; write, V.1I. Ellard week only.
called ,unon to fill it.
Pittsboro, Miss.
Mail your kodak work to us.
L. E. DEUBLER
PHOTOGRAPHER
I'liilip X. Sanchez, Secretan)
W. li. Copien, Vico Pre nmt
Seven cents a pound for sugar
in many parts of the country,
when it was formerly 30c, looks
like "23" for the profiteers.

BRAND

' FORD PARTS
FREE BATTERY SERVICE

I

5

SALE

A

Remember "Quality and Service''
is our motto.
WATCH THIS SPACE EVERY
WEEK

Thos. A. Turner, Propr.
Mills, New Mexico.

Illlllllimilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllll

FOR

Dealer in Fancy and Staple Groceries
We make special prices on case lols.

Chevrolet

touring car, just overhauled and
in perfect condition. Will sell at
a bargain for cash, or on terms.
Edgar J. Floersheim.
WANTED TO RENT FARM
e
I have a
farm for
rent; well improved, 190 acres
School
broke.
mile,
and daily mail Ly !oor; 20 miles
north of Roy and 12 miles cast
of Abbott.
Extra good soil.
Want
qf crop. Apply
at the i.'!pri:h American office
for contract or write direct to
Elbert Finer, Noble. Okla.
320-acr-

one-ha-

one-four-

lf

th

For Hale

C:i:ie and millet
See mo before you buy;
will save you money.
E. S.
Cameron, Roy, N. M. ' 2tpd

seed.

Sale

Kor

One Good

Dodge c;ir

just overhauled, in fine condition, call at Liberty Garage, tf.
For Sale

bU acres omvxi land
miles north of Solano. Address Mrs. Martha Frank. IIP
Emerick St., San Angelo, Texas.
i.

3--

4

TO LEASE
7000-acrimproved
Well
ranch, six miles from Tucum-carNew Mexico; plenty of
water. Address Box 801,
N. M.
2tpd

i ires
TIRES

Priced to sell

Goodyear
"Service Station"
ROY HARNESS SHOP

e

i,

D. Wade,

PRE-WA- R

HEY! $700 Cash will take my
Equity in 200 acres of land in
Union County and located in the
N.E.1-4- ,
the S.W.1-- 4 and the
HAVE YOU SEEN
S.E.1-of Sec.l,Twp.21 N.R. 28
'
at Liberty Garage
Those Ladies' and Misses
E.N.M.P.M.
Balance
of
$1900
Spring Hats? Sec them at the
due the state in .26 years,
J. D. Campbell and W. L. Johnson
Roy Trading Co.
at the S.A.Office.
GUARANTEES
Trade with Shaya Company
all work on automobiles and anything in gas or electrical lines.
'
e
Store and get 1 card with every
player
For Sale 1
23 cent purchase, they are ab- piano, two years out of factory ;
We back up our work.SO cents per hour.
17 shoats, 3 months old, good
solutely free, ask for them.
grade; J. registered Duroc JerJOHNSON AND CAMPBELL, Roy, New Mexico.
sey boar, 18 months old. I will
take red and white face heifers
for part pay. Virginia McCIure.
West View ranch, 1 mile NW
Mills.

Prop'r

PRICES

4

ire

high-grad-

THE CITY MARKET
The best place in town to purchase
all kind3 of Fresh and CjreJ Meats at the lowt in r'x:--t price.
We offer you both Q iality and Service. Give ui a trial and be
convinced.

Elmer E. Veeder
ATTORNEY
AT LAW
Koom 9. First Nat'l

The City Meat Market
d. m.
Roy,

finlt:y,

Bank Bldg,

East Las Yegas,
New Mexico

New Mexico.

acres 8 miles N.E.
Rr sale-16- 0
of Roy water hole on place, pri:e
$15 per acre. W.J. Vance
Tucumcari N.M,
HAVE YOU SEEN
Those Ladies' and Misses
Spring Hats? See them at the
Roy Trading Co.

E. J.H. ROY

SURVEYING AND MAPPING
t

County Surveyor
Land Matters before the Department of the
Interior. Contests, etc. ,

THff

ONE I1EIGIIB0R

"I

Moundsville. W. Va.
had taken
doctor's medicine for nearly two years
l because my periods
were irregular, came
every two weeks,
ana i would suffer

r

TV

bearing-dow- n

pains. A lady told
's
meofLydiaE.
Pink-ham-

Vegetable

Compound and how
much good it had
done her daughter,
so I took it and now

I am recular evenr
J month and hnvn no
pain at all. I recommend your medicine to everyone and you may publish
my testimonial, hoping that the Vegetable Compound does some other girl
the good it has done me. " Mrs. George
Tegarden, 915 Third Street, Moundsville, W. Va.
How many young girls suffer as Mrs.
Tegarden did and do not know where to
turn for advice or help. They often are
obliged to earn their living by toiling
day in and day out no matter how hard
the pain they have to bear. Every girl
who suffers in this way should try Lydia
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound and
if she does not get prompt relief write
to the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Massachusetts, about her health.
Such letters are held in strict confi-de.

nr

Germans Going to Japan.
German residents In Japan are reported as steadily Increasing in number, now almost double that of prewar days. Most of them are employed In firms and factories as engineers, and it Is stated that nearly a

hundred applications for positions In
Japan have been received from German engineer and experts. The Imports of toys, chemicals and dyestnffs
from Germany during the first ten
months of 1920 amounted to $1,000,000.

Important to Mother

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of
In Use for Over 30 I ears,
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Before and After.
Fllntrazor (the barber) Just trim
the ends, I s'poseT I remember you
said your bride liked to toy with your
crisp curls.
Bonescraper (the bridegroom)
That
was before we were married. Clip It
close to the scalp so she can't get a
grip on it. Houston Post.

Has Year feck

&ea Oil?

Are you dragging along with a dull,
throbbing backache? Do you feel lams
in the morning; suffer sharp twingei
t every sudden move? Theft there's
something wrong!
You may never
have suspected your kidneys, yet often
it's the kidney that are at fault. You
may have headaches and dizzy spells,
too. Use Coon's Kidney Pilli. They
have helped thousands and should help
you. Ask your neighbor t

A Colorado Case
TmfMrf

WoaSUrrify

Mrs. R. M. Leedhara,
State St., Trini
dad, Colo., saya: "I
suffered from rheumatic pains In my back
and limbs. My head
1014

ached and the least
excitement caused me
to become nervous. I
was advised to try
TA
trMn.t, THlltt
tin A In o fa

HfLVM

T

began to get well and
just a few boxes cured
me of all kidney complaint."
Gat OoaaV at Any Stora, 60c Bot

D O AN 'S

FOSTER -- MILBURN CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Flavor!
,

cigarette has
same
delicious
the
flavor as Lucky
Strike. Because'
Wo

Its
toasted
LUCKY

STRIKE

CIGARETTE

JJRS- -

REPARATIONS

From Att Ovtar

Points the Way to Comfort
and Health. Other Women
Please Read

with

NO CHANGES IN

Southwest News

TELLS ANOTHER

SPANISH-AMERICA-

J- -

i,
M. CRAIG, of Lot
Calif., who tayt no one
Aa-fele-

ean feel mors grateful for
Teniae hat done than the

what
does.

Declare!

New Mexico
and Arizona

FRENCH

REFUSE

DISCUSSION

OF

FURTHER CONCESSIONS TO

the baa gained twelve
pounds and her health it now better than in years.

GERMANY.
(Western ttevapaper

Union Newt

Jerrlce.)

COMIXG EVENTS.

State Automobile Show at Santa Fé,
S,

N. M., March

4, 6. 1921.

The Wise building In Nogales, Ariz.,
was destroyed by fire with loss estimated at $75,000.
The land commission resolution,
placing a
board of three
members in charge of the state's lands
has been passed by the New Mexico
Senate without opposition.
Fire which broke out In the pump
haft of the Old Dominion mine at
Globe, Ariz., was extinguished after
fifteen hours' work by the mine rescue
crew and other company employes.
The New Mexico House passed the
Frisco county bill, after accepting an
amendment by R. L. Baca of Santa
LFé to call the new county created In
western Socorro "Tom Catron county.
The Hecla Divide Mining Company,
which has been operating the Pinos Altos mines, near Silver City, has ordered suspension of all work until the
title of the property can be cler ."ed.
In the three months it has been open
the Baptist hospital In Clovis, N. M,
lias taken care of ninety-fou- r
children
from all over the eastern part of the
state.
Miss C. Louise Boehringer of Yuma
was elected first president of the Arizona State Federation of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs, organized
in Phoenix.

Mrs. Rosemary Campbell

of Prescott was elected auditor.
Governor
Campbell
signed
the
House Bill No. 13, appropriating
0
to the secretary of state to be applied In meeting expenses of the motor vehicle department until the end
of the fiscal year. The bill carried the
emergency clause.
The gravest problems that have ever confronted the livestock Industry in
New Mexico are coming up for consid$5,-00-

eration at the seventh annual convention of the New Mexico Cattle and
Horse Growers' Association, which
meets In

Albuquerque

FRANCE REJECTS DELAY
NATION

READY TO APPLY PENALTIES SHOULD GERMANY

March 29, 30

London. Arlstide Briand, French
and 31.
premier, nnd General Barthelot arAt a recent meeting of the Gallup, rived here with the announced purN, M., school board the plans for the pose of not reduciug reparations that
new high school building which were the Germans must pay. But the presubmitted by T. O. Gaastra of Santa mier Is disposed to examine attentlve-IyAth- e
conditions of payment, should
Fé were accepted as those by which
the new building will be constructed. the German delegates come with proThe new building will cost over $100,-00posals reasonably within the scope of
the money having been voted In the allied decisions.
bonds over a year ago.
Although he does not regard the 12
The cotton season for the Carlsbad, N. per cent tax on German exports Is
M., project is now over and estimates an export duty, because it may be
show tnat In spite of the low price paid from Internal or any other reve-nueyet, in view of American criti
during the year the crop will be worth
a million dollars. The grand total for cism, that clause may be modified if
the valley Is 6,772 bales, which if the another suitable standard to meet
season had been a normal one in price Germany's expanding prosperity can
would have brought the. farmers over be found.
one and a half million dollars.
The French and British governments
At a short session In the Douglas are not in entire agreement on the
Chamber of Commerce and mines di- Sevres treaty. It Is the impression
rectors, the directors decided to post- that Premier Lloyd George will ask M.
pone indefinitely the proposed meetBriand to yield In some respects on
ing of representatives from the six- the Turkish treaty In return for steadteen Important towns along the Bank-hea- d fast British support on the reparahighway from El Paso to San tions.
Diego in Douglas, Feb. 28, called to
France now has 80,000 men In Tur
formulate plans to promote
key, but if the war Is to be continued
tourist travel via this route.
there another 60,000 probably would
The adoption of the Arizona meth- be required. The French cabinet does
od for the valuation of the metal mines not desire to spend any more Uves on
Is provided for In a bill by Speaker Turkish mandates, and prefers to
Clancy and Representative Otero, San- reach an agreement with the Nationalta Fé county, New Mexico, Introduced ists.
in the House. The bill, briefly speakThe word "revision" is to be avoided
ing, provides for the capitalization of as regards the Sevres treaty, on the
the net proceeds and fixes the multi- ground that to revise any treaty tends
pliers for the process. These range to render less permanent and solid
from 15 per cent for copper mines to all post-wa- r
treaties. Instead of "re30 per cent for metal mines whose outvision," the word "adjustment" will be
put Is Irregular.
used.
Over sixty delegates were present at
Flood Wrecks Building.
the seventh annual convention of the
New Mexico Electrical Association In
Two boys were drowned
Montreal.
Albuquerque.
persons were injured
and twenty-eigh- t
In a flood resulting from a broken
William Owens is In a critical condition In the hospital at Carlsbad as water main. The rush of water filled
the result of a stabbing affray at a the cellar of a tenement house occu
road camp. The real cause of the fight pied by thirteen families, and the presis not known, but during an argument sure became so great as It reached the
with his uncle, Ray Rawls, Owens was floor above that the building colstabbed several times and was brought lapsed.
to the Eddy hospital where It is doubtful If he will recover.
Rawls was
Ship Founders in Harbor.
placed under arrest.
Mexico City. The steamer Lucrlo
Governor Thomas E. Campbell of del Albln, with seventeen passengers
Arizona has signed the bill repealing and a crew of eight, was wrecked at
the law which prohibited members of the entrance to the bay of Vera Cruz.
the Legislature from holding state of- One person was drowned and the oth
fice during the two-yeperiod
of ers were rescued with difficulty, ac
their service as
The bill cording to reports. The vessel was
was Introduced by Representative J. caught In a storm.
F, McGra'th, Greenlee.
The governor
also signed House Bill No. 15, RepreBrooklyn Clubman Kills Detective.
sentative J. C. Phillips, Maricopa, proNew York.Charles
T.. Davis,
viding for distribution of community
property to the surviving husband or wealthy Brooklyn manufacturer and
wife and their children. The
law clubman, was arraigned1 In Police
heretofore has given other relatives Court on a charge of killing Detective
outside the Immediate family a claim Sergeant Joseph Brldgetts and wounding Detective Edward J. McGlone and
to a share In such community propGeorge W. Horan, Insurance adjuster.
erty.
all-ye-

The time for the holding of the special election at which the constitutional amendments passed by the New
Mexico Legislature will be submitted
lo the electors of the state is fixed as
the Third Tuesday In September next,
by a bill Introduced by Wright.
Delegates to the Arizona Good
Roads associations' annual meeting
numbered over a hundred and represented ten counties when the conven-

Spain Grants More Time to France.
Madrid. It Is reported that the government has decided to grant a delay
to France for the repayment of the
Bankers of the concredit loan.
sortium which advanced '420,000,000
pesetas are to meet Immediately to
decide whether to approve the government's action, which also must have

Stop "dosing" Rheumatism.
not one case in flft)
Rub
requires Internal treatment.
soothing, penetrating "St. Jacobs OH"
right on the 'tender spot," and by the
time you say Jack Robinson out
comes the rheumatic pain and distress.
"St. Jacob's OH" Is a harmless rheumatism liniment which never disappoints and doesn't burn the skin. It
takes pain, soreness and stiffness from
aching joints, muscles and bones;
stops sciatica, lumbago, backache and

It's pain only;

Limber up !

'
Get a small trial bottle

honest "St. Jacobs OH"
from any drug store, and in a moment,
you'll be free from pains, aches and
stiffness. Don't suffer! Rub rheumatism away. Adv.

ot

(Warten Nmpaper Colon Nm Strict. I

mission's demands.
"If Germany refuses to accept," he
ays, "then the Versailles "treaty automatically comes into force. The
French government can count on the
firm determination of Parliament to
reject any further delays Germany
may claim and also objaln from our
allies full Indorsement of France's demands.
"German Insolence Is taking an ascending Une, which, if maintained,
will mean that the victors will be
humiliated by the vanquished and the
victims Jeered at by the executioners.
"We do not wish Germany to weep,
but we have a right to demand that
she does not mock us."

JOINTS

'Of all the people who have taken
Tanlae, I don't believe there Is any
one who feels any more grateful to it
than I do," was the statement made
recently by Mrs. J. M. Craig of 674
East Fortieth street, Los Angeles.
dow sill."
"Like so many other families during the influenza epidemic last year
we all had it, and my own illness, to- WOMEN! USE "DIAMOND DYES"
gether with the worry over the rest
of our family, brought ,on a case of Dye Old Skirts, Dresses, Waists,
Coats, Stockings, Draperies
genuine nervous prostration.
Everything.
"I was so weak I couldn't even
sweep the floor, and during the day I
Each package of "Diamond Dyes"
would have to He down four or five
times. I tried to walk but found out contains easy directions for dyeing any
half a block was all I could stand be- article of wool, silk, cotton, Unen, or
fore I gave out. Nervous spells came mixed goods. Beware I Poor dye
streaks, spots, fades, and ruins mateon me often.
Buy
"Every medicine I tried failed to rial by giving It a "dyed-look.- "
reach my case until finally nay hus- "Diamond Dyes" only. Druggist hat
band urged me to try Tanlac, and I Color Card. Adv.
am indeed thankful that he did, for
Rural Sarcasm.
It proved to be just what I needed.
A New Yorker, visiting an Iowa
"The first two bottles didn't seem town, was talking to a prominent citito help me. I guess that was because zen with reference to the one paper
I was so extremely bad off, but on the the town boasted.
third bottle I could tell I was Improv"Well," observed the citizen, "I'll soy
ing and that gave me more hopes than for the editor that he can be the most
ever of getting, well.
sarcastic fellow that ever was when
"My improvement from then on was he tries."
rapid and by the time I had taken
"How so?"
five bottles of Tanlac I was better
'"Why, in last week's issue the deand stronger than I had been In years. partment entitled 'Local Intelligence'
I was sleeping soundly at night and was only about three Inches In length."
had gained twelve pounds in weight.
"That was several months ago and HEAD STUFFED
FROM
from then until now I have been In as
CATARRH OR. A COLD
good health as I ever was In my life
and have been doing all the houseays Cream Applied in Nostrils Opens
work by myself.
Air Passages Right Up.
"It is simply remarkable how Tanlac has built me up and I have told
Instant relief no waiting. Your
everyone of my friends and relatives
clogged nostrils open right up; the air
what a wonderful medicine it is."
Tanlac is sold by leading druggists passages of your head clear and you
can breathe freely No more hawking,
verywhere. Adv.
snuffling, blowing, headache, dryness.
No struggling for breath at night;
Well?
girl writes to her your cold or catarrh disappears.
A
newspaper to say that children rarely
Get a small bottle of Ely's Cream
cause panics, that it is the "nervous, Balm from your druggist now. Apply
excitable women" who are at fault. a little of this fragrant, antiseptic,
How about it? Collier's Weekly.
healing cream In your nostrils. It penetrates through every passage of the
Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured head, soothes the inflamed or swollen
by local applications, as they cannot mucous membrane and relief comes inreach the diseased portion ot the ear. stantly.
Catarrhal Deafness requires constituIt's just fine. Don't stay stuffed-utional treatment
HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE la a constitutional remedy. with a cold or nasty catarrh. Adv.
Catarrhal Deafness la caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of
Vanity in Animal's Custom.
the Eustachian Tubs. When thla tube la
Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or
The Investigating scientist who has
Imperfect hearing, and when ft la entirely closed. Deafness la the result. Unless been studying wild animals has learned
the Inflammation can be reduced, your that members of the feline tribe di not
hearing may be destroyed forever.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE acts play with thtlr loug claws on the bark
of trees to sharpen them, as is poputhrough .the blood on the mucous surfaces of the system, thus reducing the In- larly supposed, but the antics are a
flammation and restoring normal condidisplay of vanity on the pnrt of the
tions.
Circulars free. All Druggists.
male, to show how agile and powerful
F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.
he Is.
Never to Be Trusted.
"Political promises," remarked Senator Sorghum, "remind me of the three
wishes a fairy grants In the story
books. ' There's always ' a 'ketch' i
'em somewhere."
Onawa, Iowa. "I know that Dr.

Many More

Would Testify

Cuticura Soothes Baby Rashes
That itch and bum with hot baths
of Cuticura Soap followed by gentle
anointings of Cuticura Ointment
Nothing better, purer, sweeter, especially if a little of the fragrant Cuticura Talcum Is dusted on at the fin25c each everywhere.

Pierce's Favorite Prescription has
helped me a great
have bad no
return of

feminine

trouble at

aU and

it

is over a
year since
I stopped
taking the

Adv.

Directed.

"Professor, what is the logical way
of reaching a conclusion?"
"Take a train of thought, my boy."
WOMEN

NEED

StaP-ROO-

T

Thousands of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Womens' complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
healthy
If the kidneys are not in
condition, they may cause the other organs to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are often times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Dr.
Don't delay starting treatment.
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
a physician's prescription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overeóme
such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle immediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
Kilmer
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

I

shall rec
ommend It whenever I have a
chance." MRS. H. C. VETTE.l.
Favorite Prescription contains no
alcohol. Get it at the drug store or
send 10c to Dr. Pierce's Invalids'
Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., for a trial pkg.

80 Years Old
Was Sick

Now Feels Youn

After

Takind Eatonic for
Sour Stomach

"I had sour stomach ever since I had
the grip and it bothered me badly
Have taken Eatonic only a week and
am much better. Am 80 years old,"
says Mrs. John Hill.
Eatonic quickly relieves sour stomach, indlgéstion, heartburn, bloating
and distress after eating because It
takes up and carries out the excess
acidity and gases which cause most
the consent of the directorate of the
Btomach ailments. If you have "tried
El Dobate attacks
Bank of Spain.
When the habit of perseverance has everything" and still suffer, do not gtve
tion was opened In Albuquerque.
FRECKLES
was chosen at the scene of the Premier Dato for having "acceded to been formed, hard duties become easy. up hope. Eatonic has brought relief to
the) French demands with regard to
tens of thousands like you. A big box
HKM8TITCH1NO and PICOTEO ATTACHnext annual meeting of the assocla
MENT; work! on all Mwins machina. Frica tlon.
Every unselfish act Is turning the costs but a trifle with your druggist'!
the) repayment of tue credit loan."
II I. Personal check! 10o extra. Ltfht'i
I searchlight into some dark corner.
guarantee.
Mall Order Homm, Box 127. Birmingham, Ala.

iHSHSe

No-gal-

.

t

ATTENTION!

RENTER,

Why pay big: rent when you can
buy the section known as "The Em-mBlakely" farm, six miles east
of Elbert, Culo.? This lace is well
improved, 240 acres extra good farm
land, balance is used for pasture.
This price haa been cut from $40 to
$20 per acre, with a small payment
down and long time on balance at
8 per cent.
We are the owners.
Write for our lutmt Hat of Irrigated
ad
land.
ett

ed

Ackard Land Co.
BLDG.. Denver, Cola.

318 DE.NHAM

DYEING

DRY CLEANING
THREE-DA-

PARCEL POST

Y

GRUND
Bid.,

Grand

23 Years

17th A Locan, Denver

Satisfactory Service

HOME OF THE COLE
I
Sty

EST IN USE0 CARS.
ALWAYS
TNE
Write La fur Complete IniornaUoo.
ay Mall.
1225 M0ABWAV

C5D

(HELL
EYE CLASSES
COMPLETE
WITH LAKE SPHERICAL
LENSES

$6.75

TORIC OPTICAL CO., 1513 Stout St.

Local Representative

Wanted

'ornan united to

handle the ule ot our
product. Oood pay. Write
THE WOODARD'S PRODUCTS MANUFACTURING CO.
712 Nineteenth Street
Denver, Coloree
or

Man

SHOES REPAIRED

J

where In V. 8. at Denrer prim.
ork
Umatufactorf
our expense.
returned
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR FACTORY. YELLOW
FRONT,
CHAMPA STREET.
155

J

TtnT)
A
IVUUniVO
EASTMAN
626 Sixteenth

KmK

"B

Tkt

FINISHING.

,,t, atattriaii Canaan.
KODAK COMPANY,
9mnt

Street, Denver, Colmado.

PROF.

CHARLES. HAIR AND
BEAUTY SHOP.
410
Mail ordrs.
Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.
PRATT'S COSTUMERS-Majquer- ade.
Maika.
Mall orden eolldled.

HAIR flOOn"?
lollrlted.

Caitdle i

FLOWERS

Park Floral

Hair

Wigs.

Theatrical.

829 15th St., Den nr.
SWITCHES,

(utiom,

TRANSF0R.
ETC. Mall

Stem, (26 15th St.. Hynier.

FOR ALL OCCASIONS.
Co., 1643 Broadway.

BEAUTY PARLORS. Hair Goods by
mall. Millicent Hart Co.. 721 15th St.
JEWELRY CO Diamonds, watches, silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Est. 1873.
WALL PAPER. Wholesale; sample book
IIOHM-ALLE-

N

free.

SUIRY

AUTO TOPS.

Mall orders.

Sanitary

Mall

IROS.,

1435 COURT PLACE.

Side and bark curtains.
C. F. lillas, 1351 Court PI.

Cleaning;

orden ilren prompt

and Drelnar Kfcona.

attention.

11

Halt

Colfax.

Hidden Trunk Full of Jewels.

Budapest. Finance Minister Hege-du- s
has discovered vast quantities of
precluus stones In an old Iron trunk
deposited unknown years ago In the
treasury. He was searching the treasury and when the trunk was broken
open thousands of opals and other precious stones appeared, the value of
which is estimated at 200,000,000
crowns.

d

p

ish.

m.

old-tim-

Safe for the Present.
Father had been cleaning the bed
room windows outside, when little Muriel came In from the garden and said,
"Mother, did you hear the ladder fall
down Just now?"
"No," replied the mother.
"Well," said the child, "it fell down
and broke three flower pots. I told
daddy you'd be cross."
"Oh, dear!" said mother. "I hope
your daddy hasn't hurt himself."
"I don't think he has yet," said little
Muriel ; "he's still clinging to the win-

twelve-year-ol-

TPjprWiiW

Rub Pain right out with small trial
bottle of old "St. Jacobs Oil."

neuralgia.

FAIL TO MEET DEMANDS.

Paris, Feb. 21. Premier Briand!
accompanied by his staff, is in London. It was said he was determined
"to make no concessions" to Germany
as far as France was concerned, and
to allow of no examination of German counter proposals to the allied
reparations demands, In so far as they
concern the method of payment.
France, it was said at the foreign
office, was prepared immediately to
apply the penalties should Germany
not accept the Paris reparation plan
or otherwise fail to meet the allied
requirements.
Former President Poincare, In an
article In the Temps, declares Germany must meet the reparation com-

RUB RHEUMATIC PAIN
FROM ACHING

Jewels Stolen from Pullman.
New York. Jewelry worth $18,500
was stolen on a railroad train from
Mrs. David Cummings of this city, It
was disclosed when she offered it reward of $5,000 for Its recovery. The
Jewelry, It was said, vanished when
Mrs. Cummings left a bag momentarily in a Pullman compartment as she
was returning from a visit to her parents in St. Louis.
,

Doctor .Orders Use of Rouge Stopped.
Austin, Texas. An order issued by
Dr. M. M. Carrick, state health officer,
prohibiting the use of rouge and face
powder by young women employed In
his department evidently met with the
approval of mothers, according to the
doctor. He said he had received many
telegrams and letters approving his action.
Gains on Capital Assets Taxable.
Washington.
Numerous
inquiries

have reached the Bureau of Internal
Revenue relative to the decision of
United States District Court of Connecticut in the Brewster case, in which
It was held that gains and profits realized from the sale of capital assets are
not taxable Income. The United States
attorney for Connecticut has been authorized to perfect an appeal to the
Supreme Court of the United States
for a review of the decision.
Since
Congress, under the provisions of the
income tax acts of 1913, 1916 and 1918,
has directed the taxation as income of
such gains and profits,- the bureau will
continue to collect the tax thereon, unless and until the Supreme Court shall
hold that provision of law to be unconstitutional. The same .question is Involved in the Eldorado and Ityerson
cases which were argued .In the Supreme Court some weeks ago. A decision in these cases undoubtedly will
settle the general question. In view of
the severe penalties provided by law
for false and fraudulent income tar
return, taxpayers are warned not to
omit, from their returns-fo- r
the year
1920 such gains and profits.
-

Dancer Wins Damage Suit.
Cleveland, Ohio. The enjoyment to
be derived from dancing has a cash
valuation of $15,000, a Jury decided
here in the case of Tango Johnson
against the Cleveland Railway Company. Johnson claimed the Injury
in a car accident had incapacitated him for dancing for the rest of
his life nnd his attorneys told the Jury
that no amount, no matter how targe,
could compensate his client. Th Jury
fixed damages at $15,000.

sus-stain- ed

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

'
PUBLIC SALE
NOTICE OF SALE OF
SCHOOL BONDS OP SCHOOL
I will offer at public auction
DISTRICT NO. 1, OF THE CO. on my farm 4 miles north of ,Roy
OF"' MORA, STATE OE N.MEX. and G miles south of Mills, on
the west side of the track, on
Wednesday, March 2nd, 1921,
NOTICE is hereby given, that I, the following property:
the undersigned Treasurer.of the
5 head of ctittle.
3 good milk cows, 2 coming
County of Mora, of the State of
New Mexico, will offer for sale yearling steer calves, 8 horses
A bank account drives away worry and brings
and sell, at the Town of Mora, and mules.
One team of mules, 5 and 6
Mora County, New Mexico, on years old.
'
day
of
March
28th
1921,
A.D.
the
One team of mules coming 4
comfort. It is the beacon light pointing out the
Ten (10) Negotiable Bonds of years old.
Two mule colts coming 2
of FIVE
the Denomination
pathway to peaceful old age. One dollar will
years.
($500.00)
HUNDRED
DOLLARS
One bay horse coming 5 years
each, of School District No. 1, old, wt. 1200.
start an account at our bank.
of the County of Mora, of the
One saddle pony coming 4 yrs.
State of New Mexice. Said bonds .Farm machinery: One
Harrow, 1 Oliver lister, 1
to become due not less than Tw,Osborn
Disc No. 10, 1 John
enty (20) nor more than Thirty Deere one-rodrill, 1 Kentucky
(SO) years after date, and rede wheat drill, 2
1 Jones
emable at the pleasure of the mower, 1 four-tir- e
wagon, 1
International feed grinder,
School Directors of School .
maof the County of Mora, 1 Furguson
1 Foos gas engine, 4 h.p.
chine,
of the State of New. Mexico, at
ion truck, 2 sets double harness,
any time after Ten 10 years 1 set single harness, 1 saddle, 1
Capital and
Surplus
from the date of said bonds. Said barge, 1 tank pump, 400 bushels
$36,000.00
bonds shall bear interest at the snapped corn.
50 Chickens.
rate of Six (6pct.) percent per
Some household goods, and
payable
annum, interest
semiother articles too numerous to
annually at the office of the
mention.
of Mora County, New
Terms: 9 months' time withWAGONER
LOST: Between P.O. and Mexico, in the Town of Mora, out interest if paid on or before
Beck Motor Co. or Bap- New Mexico, said bonds will be maturity; if paid after maturity,
Mrs. Carl Weisdorfer returned
tist Church a ladies wrist sold to the highest bidder there- 10 per cejit from datej 10 per
home last Wednesday and is very
cent off on cash sums over $10;
watch and chain.InitialsRID for, for cash. Provided however, under
$10.00 cash in hand. No
glad to be at home again.
in back. $5. 00 reward for n said Treasure, cannot accept property to be removed until setto S.A.cffice.
A number of ladies met at Mrs.
any bids for said bonds which tled for, bankable notes or ap-- j
r
B.G. Grunigs last Thursday
is less than Ninety (00) cents proved security.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ed
JOHN IIORNBAKER,
of Mrs. Depew's fifty third
Dollar
Vigil on Feb. 20th, afine baby on the
Wm. G. Johnson,
Owner
Col.
birthday those present was Mrs.
boy:all concerned are reported Don R. Casado3 Treasurer of. Auctioneer.
Wendland, Mrs. Hooper, Mrs.
Frank L. Schultz, Clerk.
doing nicely.
Mora County New Mexico.
Ratcliff, Mrs. Titterington, Mrs.
Free lunch. Bring drinking
cups,
Ames, Mrs. Young, and all the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Weisdorfers, all report a fine
enjoyecf
Mrs.
Depew
and
Mr. and Mrs. A.S. Hoskins
Department of the Interior,
time
For sale, 320 acres; 125 acres
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
of town are reported on
as much as she was surprised.
east
good
well;
and
in
wheat,
house
Prepared by AJMcD.
the sick list this week.
February 17, 1921.
all fenced and crossfenced.
Will Guthman and family were
NOTICE is hereby given that
s Wheat and all goes for $10,000
Arguello, as Guardian of
Sunday guests at the Chas Depew
Belarde, Amadeo Belarde and if taken soon; want part cash,
JUST ARRIVED
home.
Petra Belarde, minor children of FiloLadies' and Misses Suits.
mena Belarde, of Albert, New Mex- will give 5 years on balance at
Look them over.
We are hoping to have more ico, who, on August 23, 1912, made 7 percent from date. Only 4 and
ROY TRADING CO.
Homestead Entry, No. 014998, tor
news next week, we would have Lots 3 and 4 and S NWVi Section one half miles of Roy, this is a
had more this week but the corr- 5, Township 20 North, Range 29 East bargain. Enquire at the Spanish
New Mexico Meridian, has filed noespondent has not been able to be tice of intention to make proof for Ameridan office.
the minor children of said entrywp- around and find out the news.
'

.

A Home Bank For Home People

iir

.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
!

"...

Most of the Gas Companies throughout the
country use a fleet of Ford Runabouts. The
same is true of other big corporations. The
reasons are very practical. The Ford Runabout
is the most economical sc kuion of quick transportation from manufacturer to retailer.. For
soliciting business, for the Collector,, for the
Doctor, Contractor, Builder, and almost every
other line of busines: activity, the Ford Runabout is really a necessity. AY solicit your order
for one or more. Wo r.s!i your repair business.
We would like your motor accessory business.
We can serve you, we believe,' to your best
'
'
advantage.

w

Go-Devi- ls,

10-in-

BANK OF R OY

Dist-rictNo-

ch

.l,

BECK MOTOR

well-drilli-

Tre-assu-

COMPANY
f V

,

re

re-tua-

inh-ono-

Ray-mun-

man, both parents of said minors being deceased, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F.
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
ltoy, New Mexico, on April 13, 1921.

AUCTIONFF.R
Mills, N.M.
Dates at this office.

Floyd Ivey left for Santa Fe
HAVE YOU SEEN
last week, where he will take a
Those Ladies' and Misses
number of degrees in Masonry.
Spring Hats? See them at the
He returned Wednesday a
Roy Trading Co.
32d degree Mason.

Groceries!

FOR. SALE
Hatching eggs. English Barren
Claimant names as witnesses:
S.C.W. Legorns. Heavy laying
A. F. Chavez, M. A. Chavez, Jr.,
15: $6 per 100.
Simona Arguello, and J. P. Arguello, strain. $1 per
A. N. Brooks
all of Albert, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Mosquero N. M
Register.

go-ca- rt

Geo E. Cochrane
THE

d

Leon-ire-

Wanted; To buy a Second
ap
hand collapsible
ply at Spam's American office or phone 3 on 25
Mrs.C.A. Strawn

FORD OWNERS
Best grade mohair top
cover for touring cars only
$11.50; guaranteed to fit
and ploase. We def yv mail order competiton on these
tops.
PIONEER GARAGE
MOSQUERO
NEW MEX.

-

full-fledg-

ed

Groceries!

THAT'S WHAT WE SELL

Fairview Pharmacy
As the prices go down on the market we go down

The Roy Drug Store

with our prices so you are always assured of buying
your Groceries at the very lowest prices when you
trade with us.

A complete line of;
(

We always pay the highest market prices for produce and cream.

Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.

Get in the habit of making our store your headquarters when in town and you will never regret it.

UP TODATE

SODA' FOUNTAIN
All the Popular Drinks and Ice3. Hot Drinks in season.

News stand,

All the

WATCH THIS SPACE EVERY WEEK.

latest Magazines and daily papers.
i

S. E. PAXTON GROCERY CO.

ESTABLISHED 1908

"A Square Deal Every Day"

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
(Proprietor.)
MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
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